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Black Student Union president 
optimistic about group action 
Angela L. Foot* 
Inside the News 
NEWS: The People's Republic of China's attack on Vietnam 
continues. For this story and more from the state, nation and 
world, turn to Pa(e 4. 
EDITORIALS: Art Buchwald presents his version of the Amer- 
ican dream in a story that could only happen in America. Page z. 
FEATURE: Consumer awareness week begins Monday. Find out 
about car repairs, getting credit, frauds and a raffle for a stereo 
receiver and speakers. Page J. 
SPORTS: The Falcon icers faceoff against Western Michigan 
University at home today and at WMU Saturday. The Falcon 
cagers will battle Ohio University at home Saturday in an MAC 
game. For these stories, see Page 8. For more sports, see Page 7. 
By KriiO Kehres 
Staff Reporter 
"I think the old administration has 
done a lot, but I think we can do more," 
Angela L. Footc, sophomore and new 
Black Student Union (BSU) president, 
said optimistically. 
Working together and getting people 
Involved is Important and the new 
constitution lays out many ideas that 
she plans to follow closely, Foote said 
"The new administration is going to 
help get people involved. The new 
constitution will attract people, get 
their attention and get them involved," 
the special education major said. 
FOOTE SATO that one goal as 
president is to encourage committees to 
work closely with other University 
organizations including Student 
Development and Career Planning and 
Placement. 
The old constitution was not as 
structured as the new one which 
provides for seven committees, she 
said. 
"We'll be trying to get students into 
the committees they're interested In," 
Foote said. 
"I want to work more with different 
organizations." she said. "Not Just 
black organizations, but the whole 
campus. To try and let everybody know 
us." 
THE CLEVELAND NATIVE said 
that by working closely with Kenneth 
them about the BSU is part of her 
position, she said. She said her duties 
are "to be available. To be open to 
anything and everything. And after 
seeing the last administration, I think 
I'm ready for it," she said. 
Foote said that the BSU Is the core of 
University black organizations. It is 
involved in political affairs, but "we're 
"I've been on both sides of the fence. 
I've heard complaints from students 
and I've worked with the BSU officers 
and I think the different points of 
view will help in my administration." 
W. Slmonson, legal adviser for the BSU, 
Kenneth Williams, executive council 
member, and other BSU projects she 
has gained the experience and 
knowledge needed in a president. 
Getting to know people and telling 
branching   out  into  academics  and 
career planning." 
"THEY (THE OLD administration) 
did the same thing, but we will have 
more  participation,"   she  explained. 
''To make it work there will ha ve to be a 
lot of people involved." 
She said that BSU has not been dead. 
"It's just that a few people were doing 
most of the work." 
However, the structure of the new 
constitution requires that everything 
and everyone depend on each other, she 
said. 
"Once we get people involved it will 
be easier," she said, adding that she 
hopes the BSU will be stronger because 
of the revisions. 
Foote said that although the persons 
in the new administration are different, 
they still will be "pushing" for the same 
ends but through different means. 
"I'VE BEEN ON both sides of the 
fence. I've heard complaints from 
students and I've worked with the BSU 
officers and I think the different points 
of view will help in my administration," 
she explained. 
The 19-year-old said she thinks that 
her age is an advantage. 
"Being young gives me a fresh look. I 
think I've proven myself through the 
years. You can't beat experience and 
I've had it," she said. 
Targets Library, Union, dorms 
Theft frequent campus crime 
umA&n mis »e 
n/ttsoriteaoste 
KsuyccarroF 
•XTMS' \ 
ENTERTAINMENT: Turn to the 
fifth page of today's News and pull- 
out and save Revue, a weekly en- 
tertainment magazine. This week's 
Revue is eight pages full of en- 
tertainment news: reviews, gossip, 
photos, plus a special cover story 
about two new nightspots in Bowling 
Green. And don't forget to read the 
review of Doonesbury's "Greatest 
Hits.'' 
Weather High SOF (1IC) Low 28F (-2C) 9* percent chance of rain 
ByDeoiseSakal 
Staff Reporter 
Although vandalism is a major 
University concern, petty theft is the 
number one criminal complaint on 
campus, according to William R. Bess, 
Campus Safety and Security director. 
Last month, there were 24 complaints 
of petty theft, which includes stolen 
books, clothing or anything valued at 
less than $150. 
Bess said the targets are the Library, 
Union and dormitories. 
"In some cases, it is a book theft for 
personal gain. Either they can't afford 
to buy it or they need the money they 
can get from selling back the book," he 
said. 
A LOT OF THEFT In the dormitories 
occurs when students go to the 
restroom and their room doors are left 
unlocked, he added. 
Most thefts can be prevented with 
increased public awareness, Bess said, 
explaining, "If a person observes 
someone who appears to be doing 
something wrong, he is encouraged to 
report it." 
Also  listed  among most  frequent 
crimes at the University are vehicle 
damage through tampering, vehicle 
accessory theft, disturbance and 
disorderly conduct and bicycle theft, he 
said, adding that predictable trends 
including warmer weather create an 
increase hi bicycle theft. 
Criminal mischief, criminal damage 
and vandalism also are problems, he 
said. 
AS DEFINED in the Ohio Revised 
Code, criminal mischief is knowingly 
tampering with or interfering with the 
use or enjoyment of the property of 
another. Criminal damage is creating a 
substantial risk of serious physical 
harm to another's property. But van- 
dalism, which causes serious physical 
harm to an occupied structure or its 
contents, carries the stiff est penalty of 
all three with a maximum penalty of a 
five-year prison term and-or a $2,500 
fine. 
There were 125 criminal complaints 
recorded in January, an Increase of 46 
complaints for the same period in 1978. 
However, Bess said the clearance rate, 
which is the number of complaints 
cleared by arrest at the scene, through 
recovery or referred to Standards and 
Procedures, has almost doubled. 
"I'm to assume the negative publicity 
received last year hurt the public 
confidence in the department, but we 
feel that the confidence level has im- 
proved to the point where people are 
now more willing to cooperate," he 
said. 
One type of preventive program is 
operation ID Students can engrave 
identification on items including 
television sets, stereos and radios. 
Secondly, increased public awareness 
and public repurting help because 
action can be taken against the 
violator, he said. 
"We are not different from other 
universities in the problems we have to 
deal with on campus," he added. 
ACGFA budget hearings 
for groups continue 
The University Advisory Committee 
on General Fee Allocations (ACGFA) 
will continue budget hearings for 
student activities and organizations 
from 1:30-5:30 p.m. today and from 9- 
11:50 a.m. and 1-5 p.m. tomorrow in the 
Court Room, Student Services Building. 
Budgets will be presented today by 
Volunteers in Progress, Student 
Government Association, Pershing 
Rifles, Graduate Student Senate, 
Student Court, Board of Black Cultural 
Activities and Young Socialist Alliance. 
ACGFA will hear appeals for general 
fees funding tomorrow from Women for 
Women, University Flying Club, AKS 
Karate Club, World Student 
Association, Gay Union, Third World 
Graduate Assocation, Commuter 
Center, Swan Club, Campus Recreation 
and Intramurals, Latin Student Union, 
African People's Association and 
University Gospel Choir. 
The hearings are public. 
Rec center users can bank on track 
By Karen Amos 
Besides giving more students a 
place to run in the winter, the track 
at the Student Recreation Center is 
designed to reduce the possibility of 
leg injury, according to Dr. Richard 
W. Bowers, director of the human 
performance lab. 
The curves are banked to reduce 
stress on legs, he explained. 
With flat curves, the body is drawn 
away from the center of the track, 
and the center of gravity is 
displaced outward. Bowers said. 
He added that the runner must 
lean into the turn to compensate for 
this, but banking re-establishes the 
perpendicular relationship between 
the legs and the ground. 
HOWEVER, "NO SINGLE bank Is 
ideal" because it involves a com- 
promise, he said. 
Bowers explained that before the 
track could be banked, the average 
speed of runners and the radius of 
the circle had to be determined. 
According to Bowers, the speed of 
the runners for the rec center track 
averaged seven and a half miles an 
hour. 
The major problem with the track 
In the South Gym Is that it Is too 
narrow and too short, he said, ad- 
ding that 14 laps equal one mile. 
He said that 9.2 laps on the rec 
center's track equal a mile because 
the track is wider, there is leas 
traffic at the turns. 
According to Dr. Henry Vogt- 
sberger, chief of staff at University 
Health Services, the track in the 
South Gym is "notoriously bad." 
IT IS BANKED poorly and puts 
stress on the ankle and knee, he 
explained, adding that the surface is 
hard, producing added trauma to a 
runner's feet. 
Some of the injuries related to 
running on a poorly constructed 
track are tendonities, bursitis, 
bruised muscles, sprains and stress 
fractures, Vogtsberger said. 
Although Health Services has 
treated a few of these injuries this 
quarter, Vogtsberger was not sure 
whether they were caused by the rec 
center track. 
PROBLEMS CAN result from 
improper warm-up exercises or 
wearing the wrong shoes, he ex- 
plained. 
Many rec center visitors are 
enthusiastic about working out but 
neglect to warm-up, he added. 
Vogtsberger said that the number 
of "relatively minor" injuries has 
increased since the rec center 
opened. 
THE MINOR injuries always have 
been present because of the 
"tremendous" Intramural program, 
Vogtsberger noted. 
With the Increased interest in 
physical recreation, the gyms still 
are much In demand. 
Memorial Hall is "filled to the 
brim" during the week with in- 
tramurals, intercollegiate practices 
and classes, according to Assistant 
Athletic Director Charles T. 
Klsselle. 
The number of persons using the 
South Gym "May have tapered off a 
little...but there are still a lot," 
Kisselle said. 
He added that the handball courts 
at the stadium still are filled, but 
there are fewer calls for reser- 
vations. 
MORE STUDENTS are finding it 
easier "to do their thing" with the 
rec center, Kisselle commented. 
According to Sue A. Hager, 
assistant professor and associate 
director of intramurals, the "usage 
pattern is up" in the North Gym. 
Last winter quarter, 2,953 persons 
used the gym as compared to 3,868 
this quarter, Hager said. 
This may be due to extended 
weekend hours and better weather 
which has allowed the gym to stay 
open more days, Hager said. 
The number of those using the 
track in the South Gym "definitely 
has dropped off," according to 
Maurice O. Sandy, associate 
professor and director of the men's 
intramural program. 
THE INTRAMURAL basketball 
games played there also leave little 
opportunity for other students to use 
the facility, he said.  
Dr. Ben McGuire, director of the 
rec center, explained that as more 
facilities are provided, interest in 
physical activities and the demand 
for activities and facilities increase. 
For example, there are 14 more 
raquetball courts than before, but as 
more persons get a chance to play, 
there still is a demand for more 
courts, McGuire said. 
He added that there is a 
"tremendous" increase of interest 
in physical activity among women. 
Because   of  increased  activity, 
some rec center equipment already ■ 
has been replaced. 
In the first two weeks of operation, 
one of the exercise bikes was ridden 
7,000 miles, or about five years' use. 
HAPPY FEET. Despite the rec center's new track that Is 
designed to cat down m tejartes, more minor Injuries 
have been icuorted. This Increase has been attributed to 
the everaU rise In athletic parttdpattea. According to Dr. 
Nvwiphoto by Frank BrtiMtavpf 
Henry Vogtsberger, the track In the Sooth Gym ■ 
"notoriously bad." He said Joggers miming on a pearly 
designed track can get teaaoattis, barsttls, braised 
muscles, sprains and stress fraetares. 
opinion 'judgment is founded on truth...' 
disturbing trend 
The Supreme Court has dealt yet another blow to the Ideal of a free 
pre** guaranteed by the First Amendment when it refused again 
Wednesday to protect the new* sources of a reporter. The Justices turned 
down an appeal by Kansas television reporter Joe Pennington over his 
contempt conviction and 60-day Jail sentence. 
The information about Pennlngton's source was not considered crucial 
to the criminal case he was covering and so was considered a stronger 
test of reporter's rights than the case of New York Times reporter Myron 
A. Farber, whose appeal in a different contempt case was thrown out by 
the High Court in November. Farber"s sources, unlike Pennlngton's, were 
considered vital by defense lawyers to help them protect their client. 
Pennington, unlike Farber, made no use of the information he had 
obtained form his source, and did share that Information wtth both the 
prosecution and the defense, refusing only to reveal the name of his 
source. Even so, he was found in contempt of court by a county Judge in 
Topeka in 1977. At that time, Pennington was a reporter for a Wichita TV 
station and was doing stories about the murder of a broadcasting 
executive in Topeka. 
The refusal by the Supreme Court Justices to hear this case and their 
earlier refusal to hear the case of Farber indicate that the court Is not 
Interested in reporters' claims that they must keep their sources secret In 
order to function. 
The Supreme Court's disdain for the media, indicated by Its recent 
rulings, are a frightening threat to the public's right to know. Guarantees 
of confidentiality are the primary reason many anonymous sources are 
willing to tell reporters what they know about a crime. If the sources were 
not protected, they would refuse to talk in many cases, because doing so 
could risk loss of friends. Jobs and even their lives. Protection of con- 
fidential sources Is vital If the public Is to have a free and interrupted flow 
of Information. 
The disturbing trend of increased anti-press action by the courts of this 
country is a warning which Americans can no longer afford to ignore If 
they hope to retain their basic constitutional right of a free press. 
turkeys & triumphs 
TRIUMPH-The University's Individual events forensic team 
dominated the state championship last weekend. It Is good to see the 
University get recognition in other areas other than athletics or the rec 
center. 
TURKEY-As finals approaches, some students, particularly In 
Kreischer Quadrangle, learned that their rooms will be painted at that 
time. Happy studying. 
TURKEY-The Advisory Committee on General Fees Allocations 
(ACGFA) made a substantial cut in the News' budget based largely on 
the assumption that most of the employees receive both credit and pay. 
This is not true and should have been investigated by the comlttee. 
TRIUMPH--The temperature finally went above the freezing mark. For 
this comfort students should be willing to tolerate the many puddles at 
the University. 
*r 
SfSBwnc TMXS? NWIWIY.TWR m A WWJOF mm IN ir'' 
let's hear from you 
The News welcomes reader response to editorial comment as well as opinions 
on topics of student interest, in the form of letters to the editor and guest 
columns. 
All correspondence should be typewritten and triple-spaced. Only those 
letters and columns signed and listing the author's address and phone number 
for verification will be accepted. 
Letters to the editor may not exceed 300 words (30 typed lines). Columns are 
not to be more than 80 typed lines. 
The News reserves the right to reject letters or portions of letters that are 
deemed in bad taste or malicious. 
Correspondence may be sent to: Editorial Editor, The BG News, 106 
L UitfvendtvHall 
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advertising manegor    collaan dune 
The SO News It published dally Tuesday through Friday during me regular school yaar and 
weekly during summer sessions by students af Bawling Green State University under the 
authority a) Me University Publications Committee 
Opinions eieressed by columnists da not nocesserlly relied the ogtnlons at The BO News 
(dtterlal Board. 
The BO Maws and Bawling Oreen state University are agual eppertunlty employers and da 
not discriminate In hiring practices. 
The News will not accept advertising that Is deemed dlscrminatory, degrading or insulting 
an the Basil af race, sex or national origin 
All rights to material published In The BO News ard reserved 
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Letters 
it's 1979, 
not 1967 
I read with Interest Gary Holbrook- 
DeFeo's letter to the editor which 
appeared in the February 16 edition of 
the BG News. In his shortsighted 
writing, Mr. Holbrook-DeFeo 
questioned the need for an increase in 
number of the standing army, as 
America is at peace. To say that I was 
appalled at such an attitude goes 
without saying. 
Sure, America is at peace, and our 
shores are not under attack. However, 
in this time of rapid political, economic 
and philosophical upheaval, It is vital 
that the United States prepares herself 
in the event her security is threatened. 
With a Democrat in the White House, 
you never know when we will have to 
send out the troops to salvage a third 
world nation which in most cases is not 
worth the salvaging. Times are 
changing, and we must change with 
them. 
Just as you do not wait for sub-zero 
temperatures to put anti-freeze in your 
car, you also do not wait for a war to get 
up an army. This is a common military 
axiom which the lay person may not be 
aware of. 
Being a schoolteacher in a Junior high 
school, I try to instill in my students 
fervent support of this blessed country 
guest column 
and her form of government which all 
too often Is maligned by holdovers of 
the 60s generation which tore this 
nation apart, and, in part, cost us 
victory In the Vietnam conflict (though 
crucial tactical errors in Judgment by 
Lyndon Johnson also played a minor 
role here). 
I hope that Mr. Holbrook-DeFeo 
realizes Just bow outdated his views 
are. This is 1979, not 1967. And while the 
times they are a-changin', they're 
being changed at a disco beat. 
Ralph Myers 
Mt.Gilead 
wanted: 
cheerleaders 
with heart 
Hurray for the fan who criticaed the 
BG cheerleaders in the February IS 
issue of the BG News. I tend to agree 
with you, Mr. Harris, when you state 
that our cheerleaders are not so en- 
thusiastic about cheering at the games. 
Oh, but If you could have seen them 
during try-outs last April. All smiles 
and bouncing-It was sickening! Some 
of the girls knew they were going to 
make cheerleading, and you could tell 
that they knew they would, too. There 
were smiles among their faces, but 
underneath those smiles a farce per- 
tained. I was not involved with anyone 
trying out for cheerleading last year. I 
felt really bad for the girls who were 
sincere about cheering on our BGSU 
teams. 
I would think this would tend to turn 
most girls off knowing they don't have a 
chance in high water competing with 
former cheerleaders and the like. I 
think no one closely involved with the 
cheerleaders on a personal basis should 
be allowed to participate in the Judging 
of these girls. I say, let each participant 
start with a "clean" slate and no ad- 
vantages over anyone else. Being able 
to do 100 back-flips and 10 toe touches In 
a row does not the cheerleader make. 
I would rather see a (excuse the 
expression) Rolly-Poley fat girl who 
was sincere as a BG cheerleader as 
opposed to one who could do SO million 
skills. Here's a suggestion for the 
present cheerleaders-why not start a 
pep dub where fans can learn chants 
and cheers to become involved with 
your organization? It would make both 
you and the fans feel better knowing 
that you are joining together to cheer 
• BUT teams on (not to mention the 
players!) I am not seeking to hurt any 
members of the 1976-79 cheerleading 
squad. This might be a little crude, but 
try this on for size- 
Why not try right from the start 
To find cheerleaders with lots of 
heart? 
To know they are behind the team 
will fill the fans with lots of gleam!! 
Short or fat, black or blue, true 
cheerleaders for BGSU 
Becky Conley 
1420 6th Street 
chicken gome is one of challenge 
The Department of Student 
Motivation's proposal to sponsor a hit- 
and-run competition on Thurstin 
Avenue in front of the Administration 
Building would bring definite benefits 
to the student body and should be 
supported. 
Last Wednesday, the Bowling Green 
Traffic Commission discussed the 
difficulty many University faculty and 
staff personnel have encountered while 
crossing Thurstin Avenue to reach their 
cars in parking Lot E, adjacent to the 
Power Plant. The Commission is 
considering such drastic measures as 
erecting a stop light or three-way stop 
sign. 
A more functional way of dealing 
with the problem was recently put forth 
by the University's Department of 
Student Motivation. According to 
director Maccabee Morbid's outline, 
students would be awarded points for 
running down pedestrians in that area 
and "Vehicular Homicide Champion" 
would be honored each quarter. 
STUDENT JUDGES keeping watch 
from lifeguard stands on either side of 
the road would confirms "kills" and 
award points. Students would be 
required to paint a competition number 
on the sides of their cars, and points 
would be flashed on a scoreboard in 
front of the Administration Building. 
The lowest number of points would be 
awarded for striking cleaning ladles 
and cooks because they are the slowest- 
moving targets, Morbid said, while 
Joggers would rate the highest Special 
bonus points  would be awarded for 
Jim 
Flick 
hitting members of the track team. 
Bonus points would also be awarded 
for targets' positions in the 
Administration, he added, while 
weather conditions would also modify 
the point values. 
Under Morbid's system, striking 
down University president Hollis 
Moore-a trim, fit man-on icy, but clear 
morning would be "the ultimate." 
CRU8HING A CLEANING lady on a 
foggy night would rank the lowest. 
"Why, that could happen simply by 
accident," Morbid complained. 
He acknowledged that wear and tear 
on potential targets would discourage 
people from working at the University 
and that a loss of efficiency would 
result when employees become "kills." 
But he was quick to list his proposal's 
possible benefits. 
"It would encourage commuters to 
drive to campus Instead of staying 
home," Morbid said. "Particularly on 
these cold, wintry mornings, students 
need a reason other than merely 
acquiring knowledge or learning a 
marketable skill to get them out of 
bed." 
He theorized that once the program 
gets rolling, competition among 
students will become so fierce few 
commuters would ever miss a class. 
ASSIGNING HIGHER point values to 
senior University officials would 
generate student Interest in learning 
about the administration. Morbid 
added. 
"Why, the kids don't know who runs 
this school and they've got a respon- 
sibility to know," he commented. 
"Heck, most people don't know I even 
exist, for instance." Morbid added that 
he never parks his car in Lot E. 
This competition would also make 
students better drivers, Morbid 
predicted. 
"Just try running someone down 
without piling into a telephone pole or 
hitting another car head-on. It's very 
difficult," he said sternly. 
"My 'hit-and-run' competition would 
provide excruciating training for 
drivers, both those competing and those 
Just passing by. And the ones who 
couldn't hack it, well, we'd be well rid 
of them." 
MORBID SUGGESTED that If his 
program is a hit In front Of the 
Administration Building, another 
competition could be started on Mercer 
Road in front of the Ice Arena, an area 
which Is fast emerging as a pedestrian 
troublespot. 
Morbid's proposal merits the 
Administration's sanction and 
University funding because of the 
unique benefits it would offer students. 
Jim Flick Is a itodeat at the 
University. 
nafional columnisf 
'the 
american 
dream' 
Art 
Buchwald 
WASHINGTON-It seems every time 
the mailman comes he delivers another 
large envelope addressed to me an- 
nouncing that I have either won a 
GIANT SWEEPSTAKES, or have a 
CHANCE of winning one if I will Just 
open the letter. 
I want you to know that these are not 
pieces of impersonal Junk mail. They 
are addressed "Dear Art and Ann," 
and go something like this: "We're 
happy to Inform you that you have 
almost won a $150,000 solar home, 
{20.000 a year for life, a three-month 
cruise around the world or a Gillette 
double-edged razor. You do not have to 
do anything to win one of these prizes 
except subscribe to Drowning 
magazine, the new bimonthly 
publication devoted to people who can't 
swim. Even if you don't subscribe to 
our magazine you have an opportunity 
to participate In a drawing for an all- 
day trip up the Amazon (air fare not 
included) or a portable screwdriver 
with your Initials on it. 
"THIS IS how you can win: Rub the 
blank white square below. If a buffalo 
appears in the space, then you are one 
of the really lucky ones who may be 
moving into your new solar-heated 
.150,000 house next month, if atturkey 
shows up you name automatically goes 
Into a box forflie $20,000-a-year for life 
annuity. If no animal appears In the 
white space YOU HAVE NOT LOST. 
You are eligible for an oil change at the 
gasoline station of your choice. 
"Wait, there's more. Because we 
believe Drowning magazine will not 
only appeal to your desire to learn more 
about what happens when you sink to 
the bottom of the sea, we are offering 
the first one million subscribers a 
chance to win 1,000 gold-minted coins 
dredged up from a Spanish galleon 
which sank off the coast of Florida in 
1665. These coins are practically yours 
if you act NOW. 
"Art and Ann, I'll be very hurt If I 
don't hear from you this week. 
"Love, 
"Judy Hammer" 
I MUST admit that even I get sucked 
in by this kind of mail, and my wife also 
gets very excited the day a sweepstakes 
letter arrives. 
The other afternoon when I came 
home she couldn't contain herself. 
"We've Just won a three-year-old 
racehorse," she said hugging me, "and 
it will probably win the Kentucky 
Derby." 
"What do we have to do for It?" I 
wanted to know. 
"Nothing," she said, "but take out a 
health and accident policy which will 
guarantee us $10 a day for 12 days in 
any city-owned hospital in the coun- 
try." 
"And for that we get a racehorse?" 
"We do If our insurance policy 
number matches the winning number 
of the Irish Sweepstakes." 
"I'M NOT sure I want a hone," I 
said. "If he wins the Kentucky Derby 
the sportswriters won't give us any 
peace." 
She went through some other letters. 
"AH right, then, how would you like a 
707 Boeing Jet with leather seats 
designed by Gucci?" 
"That sounds more like It. How do we 
win that?" 
"I'm not sure. All the letter says is 
'Dear Art and Ant, You have won a 707 
Boeing Jet airplane. Please fill out this 
card and enclose $29.50 for luggage 
tags. These tags will be placed in a 
computer, and if your tag Is selected 
the Boeing will be delivered to your 
hangar or any airline terminal gate 
that you specify. All cards with checks 
must be In no later than March 1.'" 
"I DONT see bow the sweepstakes 
mailers do it,'' I said. "They give so 
much and ask so little In return." 
My wife agreed. "And people'say 
there Is no such thing as the American 
dream." 
(e)  1971, Los Angeles Times Sya- 
News In Brief 
Correction 
Last year, the athletic department 
received (150,000 from the Falcon 
Club, not 115,000 aa reported in 
yesterday's News. 
Correction 
A typographical error in the 
ACGFA atory In yesterday's News 
resulted in a statement by Richard 
A. Lenhart to be incorrect. Lenhart 
said, "We're not In a competitive 
position to bring entertainers to 
campus." 
Stxball deadline 
Today is the deadline for 
registering for stxball, a non-contact 
sport based on lacrosse, but 
requiring no lacrosse skills. Teams 
are comprised of nine players, with 
six players on the floor at one time. 
Interested persons should contact 
the Student Recreation Center. 
Author to speak 
Fred Halstead, author of "Out 
Now, A Participant's Account of the 
American Movement Against the 
Vietnam War," will speak at 7 p.m. 
today in the Taft Room, Union. The 
meeting is free and public. 
Opera workshop 
-A workshop on the opera "La 
Boheme" by Puccini will be held at 
7:30 p.m. Tuesday at the University 
Center for Continued Learning. The 
workshop will be conducted by Dr. 
Frank Baldanza, professor of 
English. There will be a $3 
registration fee. The College of 
Musical Arts will present "La 
Boheme" March 2 and 4 at the 
University. 
Guest conductor 
Dr. Donald Erb, a noted Cleveland 
trumpeter, composer and arranger, 
will be the guest conductor for a free 
concert by the New Music Ensemble 
at 8 p.m. Tuesday in the Recital Hall 
of the College of Musical Arts. 
Discussions, demonstrations 
mark consumer awareness week 
Friday, Fehraary n, 1*71 The BG News Page I 
ByRkkTeaH 
Consumer awareness week begins at 
7:30 p.m. Monday In the Ohio Suite, 
Union. Dr. John Holmes will discuss the 
role of advertising and its effects on 
consumer decisions. 
A stereo receiver and pair of 
speakers will be given away at ( pjn. 
Thursday to top off the events. Thomas 
D. Abrahamson, graduate assistant in 
Student Activities, said raffle tickets 
will be given away at each workshop 
during the week. 
"We don't want to bribe people to go- 
it's Just something extra," he said. 
HELPING CON8UMER8 save 
money and obtain the best quality for 
their expense are the goals of the week- 
long event, Abrahamson said. 
At 8:30 pjn. Monday, John Howard, 
vice president of the Toledo Better 
Business Bureau will speak in the Ohio 
Suite about frauds :nd deceptions in 
Ohio. 
At 7 p.m. Tuesday in the Ohio Suite, 
Barbara Lardinlas, employee of the 
Toledo Credit Bureau, will discuss 
establishing credit At 8 p.m. Dr. 
Charles Bidek, assistant professor of 
finance and insurance, will address the 
problem of buying insurance. 
Also at 8 p.m. a workshop about car 
repairs will be held in the Student 
Services Building forum. A 
representative from the National Auto 
Parts Association (NAPA), will 
demonstrate repairs that the consumer 
can make. 
A STEREO WORKSHOP will be held 
at 7 pjn. Wednesday in the Grand 
Ballroom, Union. Representatives from 
Bang and Olufsen, Yamaha and Advent 
will present products. Representatives 
from local stereo establishments also 
will be present. 
John Kloss, chairman of the Student 
Consumer Union (SCU) and co-sponsor 
of the event, said the audio and stereo 
workshops probably will draw large 
crowds. 
A cuisine workshop will be held in the 
Commuter Center at 11:30 a.m. 
University student Ted Forsberg will 
offer guides to many Toledo area night 
spots and restaurants. 
At 7 p.m. Thursday, a representative 
from the Athletes Foot will speak in the 
Student Recreation Center lounge on 
selecting the right running shoe. 
At 8p.m. there will be a discussion by 
Dr. Joe Williford, associate professor of 
home economics, and Margo Saunders, 
employee for D.J.'s health food store, 
concerning health foods. 
Forensic team dominates state 
meet;takes first,10 other awards 
The University individual events 
forensic team dominated the state 
championships held at the University 
last weekend with three first place 
awards and 10 other pladngs in the 
competition. 
The 13 awards surpassed the win- 
nings of the other nine colleges and 
universities participating in the 
tournament 
First place in the interpretation of 
prose category was won by University 
student William M. Ferguson. Last 
year, he was state and national 
champion in the event. 
THE OTHER TWO University first 
places were awarded to Howard Lester 
in the after-dinner speaking event and 
Mary Elizabeth Klrchner in the oratory 
category. 
Kirchner's first place win also 
resulted in an Invitation to national 
competition in St Louis. 
Dr. Raymond Yeager, professor of 
speech and adviser to the team, said 
that this Is the first time the University 
has had three state champions at one 
time. Yeager has been employed at the 
University since 1948. 
Normally, an Individual events 
forensics team can expect to have one 
or two good persons, he said. 
"WE'VE GOT QUALITY people right 
down the line," Yeager said about this 
year's team. 
No team awards were presented, but 
the participating schools earned team 
points which will be added to points 
earned by the schools' debate teams at 
a state competition this year .The points 
from both events will be tallied to 
decide the state forensic champion. 
According to one official at the 
tournament the points scored by the 
University, Youngstown University and 
Miami University make them the 
favorites to win the state title. 
"I THINK WE have a chance to move 
up a spot or two in national com- 
petition," Yeager said, explaining that 
the team placed fifth last year. 
He said that it takes money, people 
and "certain practices" to become first 
in the nation. 
"I would rather be where we are and 
not be that way," Yeager said. 
Other University students who placed 
in the state competition last weekend 
were Deborah Ballard, second in ex- 
temporaneous speaking and sixth in 
impromptu speaking; Kim McDonald, 
fourth in the speaking to inform 
catergory; Michael Schwartzberg, 
third in the after-dinner speaking 
category; Judy Bajec, second in the 
dramatic interpretation event and fifth 
in the interpretation of prose category; 
and Mark Rubright, fifth in the ex- 
temporaneous speaking category. 
Bajec combined with Ferguson to 
place third in the dramatic duo event. 
Ferguson also placed fourth in the 
interpretation of poetry event. 
Ntwtphoto by Frank Breithaual 
PICTURED IN FRONT of a replica of a Kansas farmhouse, Sally Ortoa, a 
freshman fashion merchandising major, won the Dorothy look-alike contest 
preceding the showing of the "Wizard of Os" Wednesday. The contest was part 
of the Union Activities Organization's "Mardi Gras in the Land of Of." 
Ethnic council goal: Information exchange 
|;THE1979 2.<t>E 
WINTER PLEDGE CLASS I 
would like to congratulate 
Tom Washbush   Dave Patterson 
Stu Lisle Steve Shutt 
for being tapped into Golden Torch 
£ "Way to Go!" 
Frazier Reams 
Fellowships 
Applications ire now being accepted for the 197940 
Frazier Reams Fellowships, worth 11,000 each toward 
tuition, fees, room and board. Fellowships recognize 
student excellence and commitment to careers In public 
affairs (speech communication and broadcasting, Jour- 
nalism, political or governmental service, public health, 
community service, law or some other public affairs 
field). Candidates must be "rising seniors." A rising 
senior is a student with a mminimum GAP of 3.2 who will 
attend BGSU for three quarters during the senior year and 
who will graduate no sooner than March, IMS. 
APPLICATION FORMS available from the Office at Ike 
Presldeat, iccaad floer, McFall Ceater. 
DEADLINE for submission of application forms and all 
supporting materials is 5 p.m. Friday, April 6,1(71. 
The Sisters of Alpha Delta Pi 
Cordially 
invite you, our dates, 
to the 
Annual Winter Formal, 
"The Times of Your Life" 
to he held at the Ramada Inn 
Southwyck 
in Toledo, Ohio 
on February 24, 1979 
The second meeting of the Inter- 
collegiate Academic Council on Ethnic 
Studies will be held at 1:15 p.m. today in 
the Alumni Room, Union, according to 
Dr. Ernest A. Champion, assistant 
director of the ethnic studies program. 
"It is a new council which is 
representative of all universities and 
colleges in Ohio which have ethnic 
studies programs," he said. 
Its purpose Is to exchange in- 
formation, to enable various univer- 
sities to use common resources and to 
establish permanent committees to 
promote ethnic studies statewide, 
Champion explained. 
Plans for a state-wide conference on 
ethnic studies will be discussed. At the 
conference speakers will present 
"status" papers on ethnic studies 
programs at state institutions. 
"THE COUNCIL WILL also be 
considering the compilation of a 
directory with reference to who's who 
in ethnic studies in Ohio," he added. 
Champion said that Dr. Lubomyr R. 
Wynar, president of the council, baa 
compiled a guide to ethnic museums, 
archives and libraries in the United 
States. A grant from the Ethnic 
Heritage division of the Health, 
Education and Welfare department 
financed the project. 
Nineteen colleges and universities 
will be represented at the meeting, he 
said. 
SUB ME QUICK    "ITALIAN SUBS" 
Delivery HOTUBIE for SUBS & BEER 
352   -   GOOD 
SUB CLUB CARD 
Wen completed,   this card enllclas  Bearer   to 
a free atanaard tub  lor SI.75 to»erd purchau 
e.cept  baer)  at Sub "a Quick. 
J   2   3 4  5  6   7   8  9,10j 
—SAVE THIS COUPON— 
W. Deliver 
6 p.m.-Midnight 
7 DAYS A WEEK I 
143 E. Woostar 
Bowling Crtan 
|B»LCCWy| 
Furnished Apt. 
9 mo. lease $310. 
All utilities paid 
(including gas heat) 
except electric. 
319 E.WOOSTER STREET 
PHONE 353-3641 
Alpha Xi Delta would like 
to announce 
its new actives. 
Liz Arthur 
Karen Bajorek 
Peggy Berry 
Cathy Calaway 
Lisa Coff man 
Kelly Emrick 
Karen Games 
Luanne Gillig 
Melinda Grieser 
Susan Hagarman 
Karen Hare 
Lynn Henninger 
Lauren Immel 
Kay Johnson 
Dana Kenney 
Barb Knight 
Liz Mania 
Sherri Malenky 
Becky Mauk 
Mary McKinley 
Nancy Minnick 
Sandy Morris 
Debbie Sawyer 
Beth Simon 
Lisa Tisor 
Kim Unas 
Susan Van Lent 
Renee Walton 
and outstanding pledge 
Sue Mulholland 
Congratualtions and our 
Best Wishes to you! 
|       Xi love, your sisters 
"Find It At Finders" 
Your Motl Complete Record Sloe* - 
BEST SELECTION 
GREAT PRICES! 
 presents  
TRADE 
EWOOSTERST ,«•. in, 
acrosslrom Harshman       lr S tot. *1 OFF 
UMBIA Prergg-^ 
TOTO 
y=y 
128 N  MAIN ST  -DOWNTOWN 
BOB JANES I 59 EARTH WWO & m TOTO ___ ONLY  4* ONLY 4" «W 
...Along with hundreds more from the best selection at the 
best prices In town I 
...Takea^antage ~$1~Tmde<iff! 
zor each album or tape you bring in for trade, we'll take $ 1 off 
any regularly priced album or tape in stock I (good til 2-28-79) 
•Buy one - Trade one, Buy 2 - Trade 2,... etc. 
-Trade ins must be in good condition. 
- Sale items and used items excluded from offer. 
Finders 
lit N. MAIN ST. DOWNTOWN 
E.WOOSTHIST.  ACHOSS 
FWOW  HAH.SHMAN 
OPEN 7 
DAYS A 
WEEK 
M-SAT9A.M.-10P.M. 
SUNDAYS NOON-7:30 
wmmm 
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Day in review From Associated Press wire stories 
China's attack continues in six-day-old invasion 
Chinese infantrymen and tanks 
smashed into defense lines in Viet- 
nam's northeast corner in a two- 
proofed assault that could cutoff 
thousands of Hanoi's troops from 
reinforcements and supplies, in- 
telligence sources in Bangkok and 
Peking reported yesterday. 
A government official in Peking said 
Fighting called'punishment' for Vietnamese 
that China yet Is not satisfied It hat 
achieved the objective of its six-day-old 
Invasion. 
"The thing is that the Vietnamese 
must feel our punishment," Japan's 
Kyodo   news   service   quoted   the 
unidentified official as saying. 
PEKING SAID THAT the Invasion 
was launched to retaliate for Viet- 
namese border provocations and 
"teach a lesson" to Hanoi. 
Vietnam said that fighting raged 
yesterday on battlefields all along the 
450-mile Chinese-Vietnamese border, 
the Soviet news agency Tass reported. 
It appeared the Chinese were ac- 
complishing one possible goal of their 
Schools try to reverse desegregation ruling 
Eight attorneys for Columbus public 
schools filed briefs yesterday with the 
U.S. Supreme Court In their efforts to 
reverse a federal court ruling to 
desegregate the school system. 
The key question is whether school 
officials should be required to correct 
any social harms resulting from 
segregated housing patterns, the 
lawyers argued. 
They said that they are not 
requesting a "retreat from the con- 
stitutional principle that equal 
education opportunity may not be 
denied on the basis of race." 
"RATHER  WE  ARE asking  that 
decisions concerning the manner in 
which these goals are to be ac- 
complished should be left to local school 
officials and to their constituents and 
that Federal judicial intervention Into 
this province of the community should 
be confined to cases where con- 
stitutional violations have been clearly 
proven, and then only to the extent 
necessary to remedy the effect of those 
violations." 
The brief maintains that U.S. District 
Judge Robert M. Duncan and sub- 
sequently the U.S. Curcult Court of 
Appeals in Cincinnati, which upheld his 
decision,    "violated"    the   Supreme 
Court's instructions on how to deter- 
mine the extent of court-ordered 
busing. 
The Columbus schools were set to 
begin a massive busing program that 
would have Involved 37,000 pupils when 
an indefinite delay was granted by 
Supreme Court Justice William 
Rehnqoist Aug. 11. The delay is in 
effect until the high court rules on the 
school board's appeal. 
THE SYSTEM OF 83,400 pupils is the 
second largest public school system in 
Ohio. 
The   National  Association  for  the 
Advancement of Colored People and 
other plaintiffs in the case have until 
March » to Me their briefs. Oral 
arguments are expected in April. 
Meanwhile, attorneys for the Dayton 
Board of Education also have filed a 
brief with the Supreme Court disputing 
tower court rulings on desegregation. 
THE ATTORNEYS argued that a 
massive school busing plan ordered by 
the Sixth Circuit Court of Appeals was 
based on an improper assumption that 
racial imbalance in the district was 
intentional on the part of the school 
board. 
invasion-easing Vietnamese military 
pmwm on the forces of the ousted pro- 
Chinese government in Cambodia, 
INTELLIGENCE SOURCES in 
Bangkok said that 30,000 Vietnamese 
troops in Cambodia were ordered to 
return to Vietnam. New guerrilla of- 
fenses against the Vietnamese were 
reported in Cambodia Wednesday. 
Radio Hanoi said that 12,000 Chinese 
troops had been killed in the first five 
days of fighting. Analysts here consider 
those claims inflated and say the 
Vietnamese have suffered heavier 
casualties than the Chinese. It has been 
difficult to verify casualty figures in- 
dependently. 
At the same time 50 miles to the east, 
three Chinese Infantry divisions led by 
heavy tanks struck from behind the 
Chinese border and pushed 12 miles 
deep into Vietnam's Quang Ninh 
Province in the face of tough 
resistance,   the   sources   said. 
Tara the elephant dies 
For 25 years, Simba and Tara were 
constant companions In the pachyderm 
building at the Cleveland Metroparks 
Zoo. 
Last Monday, while the elephants 
were eating dinner side-by-side, Tara 
collapsed and died of a stroke. 
Elephant keeper Kenneth E. Pekarek 
said that Simba, chained in the next 
pen so veterinarians could work on 
Tara's body, was so distressed she 
broke her left tusk trying to rip open the 
steel door. 
Pekarek, 23, said that when he 
chained her, "Simba grabbed me with 
her trunk, and that meant she wanted 
me to stay with her." 
So he spent the night In front of the 
elephant cage, "where she could see me 
and I could talk to her. 
"She was just too nervous and I didn't 
feel it would be wise to leave her 
alone,"   Pekarek  said. 
I .IAK'I Seal 
DISCO 
I «HM<» cltlH II 
Saturday, March 3 
1:00-9:00 p.m. 
500       Lehman      Avt , 
Bowling Green 
For  more Information: 
352 1735 
3S3 47w4.or3n3.il 
STORY OF THE ANTI-WAR MOVEMENT 
OUT NOW! 
B.G. STUDENT UNION-TAFT ROOM 
FRI. FEB. 23rd  7:00 P.M. 
FRED HALSTEAD 
Author of OUT NOW! will be on tour at Bowling Green. 
Halstead was co-planner of the massive 1960's anti-war 
demonstrations. Come and hear how this type of planning 
will be used for the antl-nuke movement, divestment In 
South Africa and Women's Liberation. 
-Co-sponsored with BQ Young Socialist Alliance- 
SCHOOLKIDS 
RECORDS 
Mardi Gras Special 
Schoolkids will deliver 
any item in store for 
25° w/coupon 
Most LP's - New and back 
stock-are only $4,99 
Exp. Feb. 28 
Friday, February a, lff»The BGNew* Pafpf 
Budweiser 
KING    OF    BEERS® 
&tnd>Ju'. M/l/. 
THE LARGEST-SELLING BEER IN THE WORLD 
ST. LOUIS    NEWARK    LOS ANGELES    TAMPA    HOUSTON    COLUMBUS 
JACKSONVILLE    MERRIMACK   WILLIAMSBURG    FAIRFIELD 
For a reprint of this page without advertising, write Anheuser-Busch, Inc., Dept. CN, 2800 South 9th St., St. Louie, Mo. 63118 
Hi 
nvMnaMNMN Mfey, FMmry a, Iftl 
nm-rf- 
Two '      One 
ABORTION 
TOLL FREE 
9 a.m.-10 p.m. 
1 -800-438-8039 
«^«^«'^«^"^» 
Spaghetti Dinner 
All the Spaghetti you can eat, 
plus 
salad, garlic bread, beverage 
Sot. Feb. 24 
4-7:30 
Neumon Center 
Advance Ticket *2.00 
Call 354-1594 for tickets 
At door *2.25 
Sponsored by 
Tau Beta Sigma and Kappa Kappa Psi 
to benefit University Bands 
*• 
Attention Veterans, Members of the Ohio 
National Guard, and other Students: 
Old you know mat the Ohio Net lonal Guard hat a tuition 
scholarship program that pays tor your Bowling Green State 
University tuition? 
If you're a veteran or current guardmember, we can assist you 
In becoming an officer by devoting luat about al»ty dayaof 
your lime during the next fifteen months. For further In 
formation call tool free l-aee-2i3.71l*or 127-03 it, or write: Th. 
Okie MHItary Academy, lit 1 Waif Oranvilla Rd., worthlnetea, 
Ohlo.SOaS. 
Note: Vim Bui ore illgtili ta ■ecalie an Ohio Notond Guard 
TuMon Sdwknhlp In oddnton » whatever federal GJ. M you're 
nKetvVig   tooayl     .  
SALES 
CAREERS 
CITIZENS MORTGAGE CORP. will be 
interviewing seniors interested in sales 
career (mortgage financing) on March 
9th at the placement office. 
CITIZENS, a national mortgage banker, 
is a subsidiary of Manufacturers 
Hanover Corp., N.Y., the parent of the 
nations fourth largest commercial bank. 
■ffil(BBHBK01QaaVHBHDlQa«VHBKI']C3i 
PHI DELTA THETA 
Proudly Announces 
Their New Actives 
Don Wurm 
Tom Galvin 
Dave Watkins 
Russ Tokar 
Kent Herkimer 
Mark Selvaggio 
Bill McLaury 
Steve Barber 
Ed Peters 
Matt Kelly 
James Welsh 
TomZambelli 
Brian Pollard 
Dave Lewandowski 
Mark Walker 
Mike Hull 
Chip Esckilsen 
TiborTernai 
Mark Girton 
Scott Werner 
-„.—MaikWi naton. 
Pfisterer's-Gladieiix 
Announces 
Special Purchase 
of Suits and Sport Coats 
300 Suits at 9750 
values to $22500 
SAVE TO 70* 
on Shirts - Ties - Sweaters - Slacks   . 
SALE MS 
5:00 SAL FEB. 24* 
m 
-•',. M-;t 
HOURS 
10-5 
MM.-Sit. 
'On ths tour Corners, Downtown, Bowling GrteW 
Campus calendar 
Campus Calendar Is a dally listing of campus events (meetings, 
lectures and entertainment) provided as a service to readers. 
Unless otherwise noted, all events listed are free and open. 
Campus Calendar forms are available In the News office. MM 
University Hall, 372 2003 There Is no charge for submitting 
listings to the section. 
FRIDAY 
Meetings 
Shabbet Service, i:Np.n., Faculty Lounge, Union. Sponsored by 
Jewish Students Association. 
College Life, 7:30 p.m., Ohio Suite, Union. Fellowship sponsored 
by Campus Crusade for Christ. 
entertainment 
Open Photo Lab. 9 e.m-1 p.m., 233 Technology. Admission tl for 
use of chemicals. Sponsored by School of Technology. 
UAO Happy Hours, 2:30-5:30 p.m.. Falcon's Nest, Union 
Mardi Gras Event, 3:30 p.m.. Buckeye Room, Union. Pinball 
wizard tournament. Prereglstratlon requested by contacting UAO 
Office, Union. 
Karate,  3:30-5:30 p.m..  Combat  Room, Student Roc Center. 
Sponsored by Ko Sutemi Do|o. 
Bete Happy Hours, 4:30 p.m., Beta Theta PI house. 707 Sixth St. 
Creative Writing   Program,  7:30 p.m.,  515  Lite  Sciences.  Or 
Michael Tobias, Dartmouth University, will present a reading and 
film and slide show. 
UAO Campus Movie, I p.m. and  10 p.m., 210 Math Sciences. 
"Slating Saddles." Admission (I with BGSU ID. 
Mardi Gras Event, I p.m.. Grand Ballroom, Union. "A Night of 
Wizardry." Admission tl for adults. 90 cents for BGSU students 
and children. 
Concert.  I  p.m.,   Recital  Hall,  Music  Building.  The  Tuba. 
Euphonium Ensembles will perform. 
Cabaret   Theater, 9  p.m.,  Holiday  inn.  1550  E.  Wootter St. 
"Cabaret." Admission S5. BGSU students a 50 
SATURDAY 
Entertainment 
Open Manufacturing Lab. 10 a.m. 1 p.m., Manufacturing Lab. 
Technology. Admission $1. 
Theater Production, I p.m.. Main Auditorium. University Hall. 
"The Miser." Admission II with BGSU ID. 
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LOST 4 FOUND 
Lost tan leather purse. Pocket on 
front. No ID within. 372 5433. 
Loat gold chain braclelet. Sen 
timental value. Please return to 
Liz. 2 5291.  
Loat   Ig.   dark   brn.   4   tan   F. 
German Shep. Call 352-4*11 day* 
a, 353 2001 eve*. Reward I 
Loat a multicolored butterfly pin 
around or In the Union on Feb. 
30. Please coll 3 2140.  
SEEVICESOFFBREP  
Expert Typing. 
Reasonable Rates. 
3527305.  
Pregnant or might be? Offer 
confidential help. Free pregnant 
test 4 info, regardless of age, 
Status. BG 3529393. Toledo 241 
9131. Foetorla-435 1775. Tiffin 
447 loll. Fremont-3349079. 
Will type papers. Reasonable 
rates. Advance notice please. 
Call Laurie 35241*1. 
Pregnancy Aid 4 Under- 
standing. EMPA 352 9393 1 352 
0620. 
PERSONALS 
CONTACT LENS WEARERS. 
Save on brand narrll ha>*J ofs%fT 
lens supplies. Send for free 
illustrated catalog. Contact Lens 
Supplies, Box 7453, Phoenix, 
Arli. 15011. 
Lisa, To the bast little ever, 
congratulations on going 
neophyte. Remember, no more 
blank blank' Phi Mu love, Kim. 
MARY BUTLER, 
Congratulations for a lob well 
done! The formal was fantastic 
4 everyone had a great time. We 
appreciate all your work! Love, 
Your Phi Mu Sisters.  
Thanks to Christy Winters, Barb 
Goodrich 4 Debbie Bell, our 
Anchor Splash coaches. You 
haloed coach us to a FIRST 
PLACEl  You're the bast!  The 
PhiMu's.  
Di, Look's like we made It) 
Congratulations on activation. 
Love, Your partner. 
Taml, even through blizzards, 
building christenings 4 pig 
trucks you made it to the big 2-01 
Hope you have a great weekend. 
HAPPY BIRTHOAYI Lova, At. 
GO   APE   AT 
PARTYtll 
THE    JUNGLE 
To the Pommerettes: We have 
had a great season 'hanks to ail 
of you. But let's save the BEST 
for lastin Good Luck Saturday 
at the BGSU vs. O.U. game. The 
word Is out that S.S.P. 4 Spookie 
will be watching. 
George Helllnger, Good Luck in 
your new mator, agriculture. 
The Brothers. 
Alpha Chi Omegas, get psyched 
for the Kappa Sigs tonight. 
John Reas, Congrats on getting 
the brotherhood award for 
Saturday nights display of 
selfless sharing, The Brothers. 
Big Brother Dave 
congratulations   on   your   new 
office! Love, Lll' Sis Pam 
Congrats to Barb Boxier 8. Susan 
Stober  on   your  Golden  Torch 
awards.    We're   proud   of   our 
family!   XI  Lova.   Lori,  Peggy, 
Beth 4 Liz. 
Beth Simon" congratulations on 
going    active, 
Peggy. 
Little.   Love 
Congratulations to Linda Cross. 
Donna Walker 4 Lisa Coffman 
for achieving a 4.0. Keep It upl XI 
love. Your Sisters. 
Congratulations to Lauri 
Leonhardt, Barb Boxler, 4 Susan 
Stober for receiving The Golden 
Torch Award. Love, The Alpha 
Xl's.  
Alpha Xl's would Ilka to 
congratulate Randl Dudley for 
receiving the Carolyn Wood 
Award. We're proud of you I 
Love, Your Sitters. 
CASS-gat ready to be burled 
Saturday nite It's your funeral- 
so don't DIG A HOLE TOO 
DEEP. Delta. 
Congratulations To Greg 
"Tatey" Linn on winning the 
first Delt Fly-M* Trip to Florida. 
Congratulations to Nancy 
C rot hers, Mary Halt man, Pat 
Schneider 4 Lesa Wallace tor 
being tapped into Golden Torch. 
We're so proud of you I  Lova, 
Your AX Sisters.  
Kappa Sigs: Are you ready to 
turn the clock back to the '50's 
Friday night? We are! The AX'S. 
Congratulations to Lynne 
Chappel on receiving the Jackie 
Gribbons Award 4 thanks for a 
|ob well done on scholarship 
desserts Love, Your AX Sisters. 
Big 4 Little, Mary 4 Anne, Is It 
true that smartness runs in your 
clan? Congratulations on your 
Big-Little academic honor! 
Love, Your AX Sisters. 
Congrats, Schneids, on being 
selected for Golden Torch. We're 
behind you all the way! Hugs 4 
kisses. The Worm 4 Bloomie. 
Alpha Xl's We're looking for 
ward to a tine time on Friday 
nlta. It should be an old 
fashioned, toot stompin good 
time) The Brothers of Sigma Chi. 
Alpha Gams thanks for helping 
us corral the hairy buffalo 
Saturday night. The PI Kapp 
Brothers. 
Are you assertive enough? Hear 
the V.P. of the Better Business 
Bureau speak on "Consumer 
Assertiveness" 4 "Frauds 4 
Deceptions In Ohio." 8:30pm, 
Ohio Suite, Union. 
Congratulations to Jackie, 
T3n|aThia«|ie, JsWJCDewn, ftir' 
new Pi Kapp Little Slsses.  
The Side Door magically 
transformed into, the Palace of 
Oz, this Saturday, 9 lam. Dance 
to the best lights, sound 4 special 
effects    this    side    of    Mun- 
chkinlandu  
How does advertising affect you? 
Come to "The Role of Adver 
Using" by Dr. John Holmes. 
Monday,  Feb. 26. 730pm Ohio 
Suite, Union.  
The Palace of Oz has special 
gifts for those with enough 
courage to experience a new 
dimension in lights 4 sound. The 
Side Door. Saturday, February 
24. 
Anyone who saw an accident on 
2-13 in lot 13 by Hayes Hall with a 
blue VW hit from behind by a 
Monte Carlo. Please call collect 
81423-2743 Reward. 
Tomorrow is the famous Alpha 
Delta Pi Winter Formal. It's 
time we showed Toledo, Ohio 4 
The Ramada inn at Southwyck 
what a GREAT time really Isl 
Get psyched for the TIMES OF 
YOURLIFEI!  
Let us help you sell your stereo 
equipment during Consumer 
Awareness Week, Fab. 26 March 
1. On a 3x5 index card, write 
what you have tor sale, price, 
name, etc. 4 drop It off at 405 S.S. 
Bldg. We will post this at the 
'Trading Board at the 
Stereophobla Workshop, Grand 
Ballroom, Feb. 21, 7pm. This Is 
free! Questions, call 372-2951. 
DANCE! DANCE! DANCE! 
March 2,3,4, S.C.E.C. Disco Thon 
tor Info. Call 354 1561  
BETA HAPPY HOURS. Friday 
Feb. 23. 707 6th St. Open to all 111 
Save 31 cents every Friday Fish 
sandwich, fries 4 reg. beverage. 
tl 10 in Cardinal Room, 1st floor 
Union. 
Visit the mystical Palace of Oz 
Saturday, February 24. 9 1am. 
Lights 4 special effects like 
you've   never   seen.   The   Side 
Door.  
MAflDl GRAS buttons on sale 
now! Only 25 cents at the Union 
Information Desk. Good for 
Casino $$ 
Oot their coupons but don't Ilk* 
their piiiar Call Domino's Flu a 
at 352-1519. 
MARDI ORAS TONIGHT: A 
NIGHT OF WIZARDRY. 
GRAND BALLROOM, UNION 
•pm. $1 students. 
Visit-American ATHEIST 
Museum. Prides Creek. Park 
Entrance. RR 3. Petersburg, In 
47 567 Send for free Info. 
Vote for the MARDI ORAS King 
4 Queen. Union Lobby, daily! 11 
Men's Chorus Record Raffle. Be 
one of 4 winners of a $100 Gift 
Certificate From Finder's 
Records. - 
There's no place like MARDI 
ORAS. Call 372 2631 for more 
information. 
Tammy (Grand) Little, 
congratulations on your Sigma 
Nu lavaliering to Mike Maybe 
we've started a family tradition. 
OZ Love, Marcia  
Tammy Little: The New Actives 
were  all  hare,  for their first 
chapter of the year. The candle 
then was passed to you, to find 
out you were lavallered to a 
Sigma Nu. Congratulations 
Tammy 4 Mike on your DZ- 
Sigma Nu lavaliering. Love, The 
Sisters of Delta Zeta. 
Sigma Nu's, The kisses were 
fine. The warm-up was divine. 
Thanks so much for helping with 
our paddle hunt. Let's do It 
again! Love. The DZ Littles. 
Cindy Myers: The candle passed 
'round 4 'round 4 no one even 
made a sound, we weren't too 
sure If you were here, until your 
diamond beamed so clear. 
Congratulations on your 
engagement to Tom. Love. Your 
DZ Sisters.  
Delta Zeta Turtles 4 Dates: Get 
ready to migrate to Canada, 
Formers only a week away!! 
Ta all the Dell Budwelsar 
Superstars: Good Luck this Sat. 
In the Regional Competition. 
We're rooting for you 11 Love. 
Your Lll' Slsses. 
B.B,   Tom,   congratulations   on 
being tapped into Golden Torch. 
What's next? L.B  Dirk  
•KiMersfci.      V**»r-      "Go Men 
Shower"    is    closer   than    you 
think'!! SlgSp Pledges  
Hessie We love you your girls. 
Zeta ladles, grab your dates for a 
Winter Formal that will be first 
rate. Zeta love??? 
To the brothers of AE PI, I can 
hardly waft until the next time 
we skate. Love, Lll'Cripple. 
WANTED 
1 F. rmte. to share summer apt. 
Winthrop   North.   Immed.   Lisa 
354-1341.  
Do you need a female roommate 
for your 79 »0 apartment? Call 2- 
1466 anytime.  
Used    set    Encyclopedia    Brit- 
tanlc* 11.352-6241.  
F. rmte. needed tor Spr. $90 mo 
3526241.         
l OR 2 M. needed to Share apt. 
tor Spr. Qtr! Close to campus. 
Own bedrm. Call 354-1371. $70- 
mo. 
1  F. rmte. needed for Spr. Qtr. 
Univ. Court Apts. $260qtr. Call 
F. rmte. Spr. Qtr. 2 full baths, 2 
badrms. ic, Call 354 1513. 
2 M. rmt*. needed for Spr. Qtr. 
Nice apt. Price negotiable. 354- 
19M  
Needed 2 F. rmtes. Spr. Qtr. sis 
mo. Call 352 5610.  
1 F. to sublet upper portion of 
house for Spr. Qtr. 1 block from 
campus. Call 353 3271.  
Rmte. needed for Spr. Qtr! 
Haven House, Close to campus! 
Call 352-5457 Soon!  
F. needed to sub-is. apt. for Spr. 
Qtr. $75 mo or price negotiable. 
Call Oeb 352 3950.  
1 F. rmte. tor Spr. Univ. village. 
$280qtr   Incl. gas   Good rmtes. 
3526200.  
F. rmta. needed Spr. New 
epartments-$100i30-mo.        Call 
352 6400  
F. rmte. wanted for Spr. 4 
Summer. Allyn Apts. Call 352 
•146. 
1 F. rmte. to sublease Spr. Qtr. 
Close to campus. $75 mo Call 
352 6185 after 4pm.  
2 F. rmtes. needed next yr. 
Campus Manor Apts. $300 qtr. 
Can Janet, 2 5476 
HELFWANTED 
SOMEONE to clean house once a 
week. $3.50 an hour. Must have 
own transportation. Ph. 3324175 
between 5 7pm. 
McDonalds E. Wooeter now 
hiring for Spr. Qtr. 4 Spr. break. 
Apply in person between 2-4. 
OVERSEAS JOBS Summer-year 
round. Europe, S. America, 
Australia, Asia, Etc. All fields, 
$500-si ,200 monthly. Expenses 
paid. Sightseeing. Free Info. 
Write UC, Box4490-11. Berkeley, 
CA 94704.  
SUMMER JOBS IN ALASKA. 
High pay: $000 2000 mo. How, 
Where to get |obs. Sand S3 to 
AlaSCO, PO Box 2410 Goleta CA 
93018  
Adv, Sales. Earn $5*e-hr. on 
commission.  Full or part time. 
Call 353 3531.  
Attention: Special Ed Majors, 
Rehab   Counseling    Malors,   4 
'        nu uim OH.U0U!     ow "* 
A kjfidl KEePHM, 
WA&X! *£f» 
/ 
Homo Economics Malors. Youth 
Enrichment Services Vocational 
Residential Summer Program 
for Educable Mentally Retarded 
Children now hiring staff. 
Positions Open; Asst. Director, 
Male-Female Counselors. Cook- 
must have own transportation ft 
live close to PalnesvIHe area. 
Location:  PalnesvIHe, OM. For 
Info: Call IITHm.  
Janitorial work. Full or pt. time. 
Now a, for Spr. Qtr. Knlcker- 
bockers. 3535335. 
FOR SALE 
Two plrahnah fish. 4-5 Inches 
long, IVi yr*. old. IX for both. 
Call 373 a»30.  
Honda   350   F,   4-cyl.   Wlxom 
fairing, front & rear safety bars. 
rack a. pack. 352 53,3 most eves. 
Sherwood   receiver,  synerglstlc 
speakers, 1325, 1 yr. old. Ph. 352 
2736 after 6pm.  
Hamsters, 4 wks., $2 ea. Grey 
cockatlel,  10 mo. tame, sings, 
S49.152-4 HI.  
Hagstrom electric gulter, plus 
Humbucklng pickups & case. 
POO or best otter 354-161I. 
Arfse%IBnsla1apiiTgasb.M4ummy 
6'6" Sliver grey goose down. MS 
3523273. 
FOR 
For Summer 521 E. Merry (near 
Offenhauer Towers) 2 bedrm., 
turn. apts. AC, 1400 for entire 
summer. John Newlove Real 
Estate, 352 6553  
1 F. rm. to subls. Spr. Qtr. Close 
to campus. SlS-mo. Call Joyce 
3521014.  
2 rmtes. needed to share house. 
Sep. bedrms. .Modern a, 
reasonable. Pets allowed. 
Partlers preferred 352 40*0 
2 people to sublet apt. Spr. 1 or 
summer. 3rd St. 352 0121.  
Effic. apt. to sublet, mo mo. 
utll. Call after 6pm. 3539*65 or 
4232626. 
Two 3 bedroom houses. 720 a. 722 
1th St. (A frames] furnished, 
excellent condition, 1230, 
monthly. Starting June 15. John 
Newlove Real Estate, 352 4553 
3 bedrm. house, living a, dining 
area, kitchen. 2 full baths. S330 
mo. Summer. Call Bob or Tom 
372 1717.  
Furn. apt. to sublease now or 
spr. Qtr. Call 354 1376 or 372 inf 
or inquire at Piedmont Apts. or 
707 6th St. Apt   NO. 7.  
2 bedrm. 12x60 mobile home. 
Furn. opposite Towers. Avail, 
summer a. or fall. 3520176days, 
352 7414 eves.  
Large, 2 bedrm. unfum. apt. 2 
blocks from campus. To sublet 
mid March. 1225 mo. Call Dan at 
352 4023 or Sally at 352 4310 
Wayne Apts. 724 6th St. 3522661. 
2   bedrm.   furn.   apts.   1,2,3,4 
students.  
Apt. to share. Own bedrm. 
Considered by BGSU to, be on 
campus housing. 190. mo. & gas a. 
ph. Call 3521154. 
THURSTIN MANOR APTS. AC 
FULLY CARPETED, CABLE 
VISION, EFFIC, LAUNDRY 
FACIL. NOW LEASING FOR 
SUMMER       l      FALL.      451 
THURSTIN. 152 5415.  
Preferred Property Co. renting 
summer & fall. 152.9371. Office In 
Cherrywood Club. 135 High St 
NEWLOVE 
APARTMENTS FOR RENT 
(SUMMER) 
13!'. South Main-HM summer 
qtr. alus 2 bdrm-furnlshed gas A 
elect. 
311'i E. Merry use summer qtr 
plus util. 2 bedrm. fern. 
M; B. Marry - 2 bedrm. ■ fur- 
nished 
535 B. Marry - 2 bedrm. ■ f»r. 
nished 
(21 E. Read - MM summer qtr. 
plus electric 
124 Sllttl If. - MM summer qtr. 
plus electric 
Ml Sixth »treel-house-2 tedrm- 
furnlshed UN summer qtr. plus 
utll. 
Call Newlove Realty • in-Slel. 
NEWLOVE 
APARTMENTS     FOR     RENT. 
(FALL 1979-M Sctwul Vr.) 
331'* C. MERRY ST. -2 bed ream 
furnished SIM par ma pttn utll. 
125 Sixth Street ■ House - I 
bedrm. turn. ISM per ma plas 
■Mil. 
Call Newlove Realty 15251*3. 
wm m m 
Bucks start here 
Bruce picks top football recruits 
Friday, February tt, lffl TV BO Newt Pag* 7 
COLUMBUS, Ohio (AP)-Earle 
Bruce, following In the legendary 
footsteps of Woody Hayes at Ohio State, 
Is proving he's a masterful recruiter in 
Ms first Big Ten Conference football 
season. 
Bruce and his eight assistant coaches 
landed among their more than 20 
signings Wednesday three performers 
who were Ohio Players of the Year last 
fall. 
The talented trio is Sandusky tailback 
Kelvin Lindsay, the Class AAA Back of 
the Year; Miami Trace linebacker 
Glenn Cobb, the Class AAA Lineman of 
the Year and BrookfieM fullback- 
linebacker Marcus Marek, Ohio's to 
Class AA lineman in 1978. 
Lindsay, 6-foot and 180 pounds, 
gained 1,666 rushing yards last fall, 
leading Sandusky to 11 straight vic- 
tories and a spot in the Ohio playoffs. 
He had 286 yards in one game. 
COBB, FROM the same high school 
as Ohio State quarterback Art 
Schlichter, is a 6-fooM, 212-pounder 
who Buckeye coaches feel can be 
another Randy Gradlshsr. 
Marek, built like Cobb at 6-1 and 208 
pounds, was a key figure In leading 
Brookf ield to an 11-0 season and Its first 
Ohio Class AA state playoff crown. 
Besides Lindsay, the Buckeyes 
signed two other Class AAA first team 
all-state running backs, 6-2, 130-pound 
fullback Ray Meyers of Toledo 
Bowsner and 6-1, ltOiMund tailback 
Tim Spencer from St. CUirsvllle. 
Meyers ranks as Toledo's all-time 
single season scoring champion and 
also is a wrestling and track standout 
Spencer accounted for 1,670 yards and 
28 touchdowns last fall. 
BRUCE AND his aides concentrated 
on linebackers In their early signings 
Wednesday, recruiting eight players 
who perform at that position, led by AU- 
Ohioan Steve Corbin of Lima Central 
Catholic and Averty Barton of Detroit, 
a Michigan all-stater. 
One of the most criltical spots Bruce 
will have to All on defense Is at 
linebacker, where AU-American Tom 
cousineau performed for four seasons. 
High school football players signed Wed 
nesdeybyOhlo State University: 
Dave Moren Alley. 44, 235. defensive 
tackle, Columbus West. 
Save Corbin. e-4. !JS. llneoacK, Toledo 
Bowshor. 
Ray Meyers, 4 2, 230, fullback Toledo 
Bowsher. 
Tim Spencer, 4-1, IN. tailback, St. Clalr 
•vine. 
Bernle Brown. 4-1,225, center. Marietta. 
Avery Barton. 4-3 202, outside linebacker, 
Detroit Northern. 
Llmwod Marshall, 4-2. 130, outside 
linebacker, Cincinnati Western Mills. 
Scott Burrows, 4-3, 200, outside linebacker. 
Portsmouth 
Brad Dwelle, 4-4. 210. light and. Sandusky 
Perkins. 
Chris Rlehm, 4-4, 243, defensive tackle, 
Medina Highland. 
Kevin Olman, 4-3, 23S. linebacker. 
Maumee. 
Steve Simpson, 4-5, 235, offensive tackle. 
Temperance. Mich. 
Steve Decamp, 4-3, 240, offensive guard, 
Gehenna. 
Tim Galloway. 4-2, 1(5. defensive back. 
Columbus Eastmoor. 
Doyle Lewis, 4-foot, 110, defensive back. 
Canton McK Inlay. 
Buddy Wilson, 6 3, 220. defensive end- 
outside linebacker. Upper Arlington and 
Messanhutten Military Academy In Wood- 
stock. Va. 
Kelvin Lindsay. 4-foot, too, tailback, 
Sandusky. 
Glenn Cobb, 4-4. 212, linebacker, Miami 
Trace. 
Marcus Marek, 6 2, 204. linebacker 
fullback, Brookf ieia 
Bill Thomas. 44. 245. offensive tackle, 
Cincinnati Alkens. 
BG to Detroit, Young stillclimbing 
By Patrick Kennedy 
Last spring, Kip Young, like Lou 
Whitaker and Alan Trammell, was an 
invitee to the Detroit Tiger spring 
training camp fighting for a spot on the 
roster. Whitaker and Trammell went 
north with the club, but Young had to 
wait until July for his chance. Now it is 
1979, and Kip Young is in the Tiger 
pitching rotation. 
"I was amazed somewhat (about his 
move to the majors) but I feel I 
deserved to be moved up pretty fast 
because of my performances," the 1976 
BGSU graduate said. "I don't feel like 1 
was moved up too slow or too fast. I 
think they sent me up at a pretty good 
pace." 
Young's major league career started 
off poorly, as he lost an extra-inning 
contest to the California Angels, but Kip 
made his move. 
"That was more or less to get my feet 
wet-get me exposed a little bit to a few 
major league Utters," Young said. 
"We were tied 2-2 and, in the eleventh, I 
gave up two runs. In the long run it was 
good for me-it made my first start that 
much easier. 
"I won my first four starts and 
completed all four of them," be con- 
tinued. "That proves something to 
myself-and I think to the team-I can 
complete games and I can win a few." 
YOUNG ENDED his initial major 
league season with a losing 6-7 record, 
but manager Lea Moss says Kip has 
"tremendous poise for a youngster." 
Young credits his college career and his 
personality for this. 
"Four years of college helped there-I 
won 37 and lost six. I matured pretty 
fast from then and once I went into the 
minor leagues, I Just didn't seem to let 
pressure bother me," he said. "I didn't 
put pressure on myself and I was m 
some situations where I could have. I 
guess I'm Just that kind of person-It's 
Just accidental." 
The spring training experience 
helped as well, Young said. 
"I wasn't on the roster and I knew I 
wasn't   leaving   with  the   team   for 
Detroit," He said, "but I got to meet 
some of the ballplayers. I got to pitch in 
a couple innings of a major league 
game and it got me started with the 
team. When I got called up to Detroit, I 
felt I was part of the team-I knew the 
players." 
Kip's big chance for recognition 
came on August 9-the date Mark 
Ftdrych was scheduled to make his 
comeback from tendinities. 
"It was kind of a weird situation," 
Young recalls. "Everybody was ex- 
pecting Fidrych to be out on the mound 
and, all of a sudden his arm doesn't 
recuperate enough, here's Kip Young 
instead. A couple of days before that I 
Just mentally prepared myself and said 
I'm Just going to go out and pitch my ' 
regular game-don't try to be like the 
Bird because there's only one Mark 
Fldrych-and that's what I did." 
"I PITCHED my same style of 
baseball and, fortunately, I had a good 
game," he continued. "That's probably 
the best thing to happen to me-the fans 
liked me much better after I won that 
Rookie Davis glad 
to be o Cavalier 
GAAU defends lead at Eastern 
Central Michigan's Chippewas have 
taken a one-game lead over Toledo and 
are now the favorites to win the Mid- 
American Conference basketball 
championship. 
An automatic bid to the NCAA 
Mideast Regional Tournament goes 
with the title. 
Central Michigan, breaking a 
deadlock with Toledo Wednesday, takes 
its 11-2 league record to Eastern 
Michigan (5-8) tomorrow while the 
Rockets (10-3) try to match strides with 
W ■     »    «^*»»^e»W',ex»    ey   a» 
a home victory over Western Michigan 
(3-10). 
In other Mid-American games 
tomorrow, Miami (5-8) plays at Nor- 
thern Illinois (5-8), Ohio University (8- 
5) at Bowling Green (6-7) and Ball State 
(8-5) at Kent State (44) at 12 noon EST 
in the regional television matchup 
(PBS-TV). 
CENTRAL MICHIGAN, favored to 
win the championship before the 
season,   gained   sole   possession   by 
routing host Ohio University 8042 
Wednesday while Miami stunned 
visiting Toledo 72-68 in overtime. 
The Chippewas have a rather easy 
league schedule remaining. Besides 
Eastern Michigan tomorrow, they 
entertain Bowling Green Wednesday 
and visit Kent State next Saturday. 
Toledo winds up with Western 
Michigan tomorrow, at Ohio Wed- 
nesday and borne for Eastern Michigan 
next Saturday. 
game. They're really super to me." 
Young feels the game was important 
for another reason as well. 
"Of course winning that first game 
proves that you can beat a team. One 
game doesn't mean that much-you've 
got to win consistently all year," Young 
said. "Once I won that game-that was 
my third or fourth game in a row-that 
kind of proved I could win a lot of 
games in the major leagues." 
Besides his father, Kip Young credits 
one other person for helping him to 
make the major leagues. 
"I have to give a lot of credit to Coach 
(Bowling Green coach Don) Purvis for 
helping me to professional baseball," 
be said. "He did a lot of things for me on 
the field and off the field and I really 
respect the man as a coach and a 
person. He came up and saw me pitch 
my first victory in Detroit and he's still 
following me. 
"A lot of people didn't think I could 
make it," Kip continued. "He was one 
of the people, besides my father, who 
believed I could make it to the major 
leagues." 
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RICHFIELD, Ohio (AP)-Rookle 
Harry Davis is hanging in there with 
the Cleveland Cavaliers-Just don't 
expect to see much of him on the 
basketball court. 
Coach BUI Fitch says be is high on 
Davis, but while three other rookies 
on the squad are seeing action 
regularly Harry spends nearly all 
his time riding the bench. 
Is the former Cleveland Cathedral 
Latin and Florida State standout 
discouraged? 
No, says Davis. For one thing, be 
feels encouraged by the progress 
made by the other rookies, alike 
Mitchell, Kenny Hlggs and Butch 
Lee. 
"THE     PROGRESS     of     my 
comrades motivates me a lot," be 
said. "Their development makes me 
want to achieve. I'm not down on 
myself at all. I can still develop, and 
every day Is part of a learning 
process. 
"Right now, I'm learning in terms 
of what you have to do. Preparation 
is the key. And I can honestly say 
I've learned perseverance over a 
long period of time. I'm proving that 
to myself." 
Davis played in just 27 of the 
Cavaliers' first 59 games, averaging 
eight minutes and 3.1 points per 
outing. 
It has been a season of worry and 
survival for Davis, and he wasn't 
sure until four months into the 
National Basketball Association 
season that his Job with the 
Cavaliers was far real. 
HE SURVIVED the cut of rookie 
camp and the regular training camp 
and the regular training camp, then 
worried when the Cavaliers 
prepared to activate veteran Bobby 
Smith a couple weeks after the 
season started. 
Somebody had to go to make room 
for Smith. Davis survived that crisis 
and another one that came Dec. 5. 
'.. 
THE BROTHERS OF SIGMA PHI EPSH.0N 
WOULD LiTtt TO imRATUUTE 
KEITH BEEBE 
FOR AN EXCELLENT JOB AS 
FREDDIE FALCON I 
eeeeeeeeeeeeaeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeoeeeeeel 
1-innnTfrnnrer* 
Thirstdoy 
Two for One 
Players want new pact, 
NFL wants tranquility 
CINCINNATI (AP )-The tranquility in the National Football League reported by 
Commissioner Peter Rozelle may soon be tested by the players union. 
Tony Davis, player representative of the Cincinnati Bengals, said the National 
Football League Players Association threatened at its recent Las Vegas, Nev., 
meeting to strike next June over grievances in the present two-year contract. 
Rozelle, at a Dearborn, Mich., luncheon Feb. 16, said the present period was "the 
most tranquil and stable since I came in in 1960. We have a splendid TV contract, 
labor peace and financial stability. The only problem is, it may be too good a 
situation." 
Davis, a veteran running back, said the players group is unhappy over money 
and the free agent agreement. He said the union believes there is a conspiracy 
among owners to avoid signing them. 
ROZELLE HAD debunked the allegation, saying, "You can't even get them all 
to agree on adjourning a meeting." 
Davis also said the players maintain that the agreement calls for grievances to 
be settled by two arbitrators, one named by each side. 
But he said the owners have allowed only one arbitrator, "their own. 
"They just sit back, laugh at us and say go ahead and sue." Pete Brown. 
Bengals' assistant general manager, called the charge "totally false, imaginary.'' 
BROWN SAID Ed Garvey, executive director of the union negotiated primarily 
for more money. 
"He got it. If you look, the average salary has increased spectacularly over the 
last two years." 
y.v.v.v.v.'-v.-.'.'.'.'.'.'.-.-.'.'.'.'.'.-.'.'.-.-.-.'.'.-.'.-.-.'.'.v.-,v.'.v.v.',v, 
THE BROTHERS OF THE 1979 
1<DE 
WINTER PLEDGE CLASS 
Congratulate 
Jeff Ramey Bruce  Ratt 
Mark Nichta Dan Shook 
for Activation 
"The Journey Has Just Begun" 
,mMHMHWvMHHM»MHMMHMMHHMHMWH¥ 
SANDWICH 
FACTORY 
Ham & cheese 
subs 
2 for $1.69 
510 E. WOOSTER 352-3424 
THE BROTHERS OF 
SIGMA PHI EPSILON 
(fluid like to congratulate our 
NEW ACTIVES 
MARK NICHTA 
BRUCE PIATT 
JEFF RAMEY 
DAN SHOOK 
welcome to the Brotherhood 
MISER 
MAIN • \ STAGE 
FEBRUARY 21-24 
MAM STAGE   UNIVERSITY HALL QPM   BOX OFFICE 372-2719 
•a**. 
PHI Mil 
Would Like to Congratulate 
Our 24 Neophytes 
♦vMvvvvvHvvHMHvHvvHHvvtvTvv 
Sandy Baker 
Gail Colonna 
Nancy Condit 
Kelly Delaney 
Linda Duffield 
Deb Elliot 
Jeanette Flory 
Chris Helman 
Nancy Hudak 
Renee Jones 
Ann Kear 
Diane Lewis 
Barb McDaniel 
Amy Oen 
Nancy Patterson 
Janet Rayenhall 
Laine Roeckers 
Stephanie Russi 
Linda Schnurrenberger 
MarySeka 
Donna Stambaugh 
Jill Stanley 
Lisa Thill 
Mardy Thomason 
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DRESS CLEARANCE 
_AkL 
FALL-HOLIDAY STYLES 
NOW 
40% -70% off 
one group 50 dresses 
(Reg. up to 60.00) 
•9" to MS" 
check ALL our 
CLEARaANCE RACKS 
for savings up to 70% 
The Powder Puff 
525 Ridge St. 
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Pride at stake 
leers to tangle with WAAU 
PLAYOFF TUNE-UP-Bruce Newton Mel to generate 
some oHeDie In Tuesday'! J-l loss to Ohio State. The 
Falcons will try to rebound against Western Michigan 
Ntwtphoto by Dave Rvan 
today and tomorrow, as the playoffs are hist one week 
away. WMU Is last In the CCHA and Is an Inviting 
target lor BG to beef up Its lt-Z-1 league record. 
Final home game for BG 
By Dan Firestone 
Assistant Sports Editor 
Falcon basketball fans will get their 
final chance to watch the Bowling 
Green cagers at Anderson Arena when 
they host Ohio University tomorrow 
7:30 p.m. 
Both teams lost Wednesday night as 
the Falcons were whipped by Western 
Michigan, 99~M, while the Bobcats fell 
to league-leading Central Michigan, 80- 
O. 
Bowling Green, 14-10 overall and 6-7, 
in the Mid-American Conference 
(MAC), has dropped three straight 
MAC games, but the Falcons defeated 
Ohio In overtime, 79-77, earlier this 
year and OU coach Dale Bandy feels it 
was a costly defeat. 
"The BG loss here in overtime coat us 
dearly in our bid to contend for the 
championship. Their guards hurt us. 
Well need an outstanding effort on the 
boards and another excellent shooting 
day against their zones. We also hope 
our defense will be better, especially on 
their perimeter people." 
The Bobcats, 13-10, 8-5, have two of 
the best shooters in the conference in 
seniors Tim Joyce and Steve Skaggs. 
Joyce, a 6-5 forward is averaging 21.4 
points a game, while Skaggs is hitting 
an average of 17.9. 
"They're tough-Skaggs and Joyce. I 
think its going to be a high scoring 
game," BG cocaptain Roosevelt 
(Rosie) Barnes said. "We'll Just have to 
work harder on defense. 
"Against Western, they Just had a hot 
hand. I don't think we're down. We 
hope to put on a good show for our last 
home game. I hope there is a good 
crowd. 
"You know Ohio will be looking for 
revenge. We'll have to come In ready to 
play. Right now we have three games 
left and we want to win them," said 
Barnes, who led BG with 24 points 
against Western. 
"I Just had good opportunities to 
score. I got fouled a lot and I hit my free 
throws. 
"We've had a lot of close games. I'm 
not really disappointed about losing to 
Western as much as I'm disappointed 
about Just not winning the conference. 
I'm not trying to be Just above .500, we 
want to be the best. That's were the 
disappointment is." 
"The defense we have should stop 
most of Joyce's and Skaggs' favorite 
shots from the corner," freshman 
Marcus Newbem said. "That's the key. 
If we stop them, then we pretty much 
got the game in hand." 
By Dave LewaadowsU 
Staff Reporter 
Pride surrounds this weekend's 
home-and-home hockey series between 
Western Michigan and Bowling Green 
beginning today In the Ice Arena at 7:30 
p.m. and moving to Kalamazoo, Mich. 
on Saturday night. 
WMU, in the cellar of the Central 
Collegiate Hockey Association (CCHA) 
with a 8-14 record and nowhere to go. 
except Florida for spring break, tackles 
the CCHA champion Falcons. BG has a 
19-2-1 slate and a brighter outlook on the 
future. 
Unlike the Broncos, BG will enter 
first-round play in the league playoffs 
next weekend. The leers will entertain 
the fourth place league finisher in a 
two-game, total goals wins, series. 
BG's opponent, however, will not be 
decided until this weekend's games are 
completed. 
NORTHERN MICHIGAN and Lake 
Superior are in a battle for the third 
spot in the playoffs. Northern has a 11- 
10-1 record and hosts Ferris State this 
weekend while the Lakers have a 10-11- 
1 log and entertain St Louis for a two- 
game set Both teams are assured of a 
playoff slot, but in which order they will 
finish Is anyones guess. 
Northern looks to have the inside 
track playing Ferris, with a 4-18 mark 
in the league. St. Louis visits LSSC with 
a 8-12-2 ledger. The Billikens were not 
eliminated from playoff contention 
until last week. This Is the first tame 
since its existence in the league that St. 
Louis has not been in the playoffs. 
Northern went a game up on the Lakers 
this week by virtue of a 8-2 conquest of 
LSSC in Marquette, Mich. 
While the Falcons have nothing to 
gain from the series but a passible boost 
in the national ratings, they cannot look 
ahead to the playoffs but play these two 
games first, according to Western 
coach Glen We Her. 
"THIS IS A very important game for 
us," Welter said. "We'll give them a 
good game because It is our seniors' 
final game and they '11 be fired up. 
"BG can't look beyond these games 
and I don't think they will. All during 
the season they played one game at a 
time and I think coach Mason would 
like them to continue that way. But our 
seniors will be looking for a Job after 
this weekend and they want to play 
well." 
A flu bug hit the Broncos' camp this 
week making practice with a full team 
a luxury, according to Weller. 
"We've been scrambling to get a full 
team on the ice for practice because of 
the flu," Weller said. "It's hit a large 
portion of our team and I don't think 
well be able to bring more than 11 
forwards with us to BG." 
One WMU forward not affected by the 
flu and able to liven-up a game is 
Bernie Saunders. The senior from A jax, 
Ont. Is the Broncos' leading scorer with 
16 goals and 11 assists for 27 points in 
CCHA competition. Overall, Saunders 
has collected 41 points on 22 goals and 
19 assists. 
"HE'S A REAL competmor and a 
great leader," Weller said of Saunders. 
"He wasn't drafted by any pro team but 
is talking with three or four teams and 
should go as a free agent." 
Saunders, however, is the only WMU 
player among the top 20 in league 
scoring. Dan Strothers is next In line for 
'the Broncos with nine goals and 16 
assists for 25 points. 
Weller said he doesn't know who will 
start in nets tonight because all three of 
his goalies were affected by the flu. 
"Jim Doyle, Joe Pagllacd and Frank 
Sen-store have been feeling bad all 
week," Weller said. "I don't know 
which one will start because I don't 
know which one will be able to play." 
Pagllacd is WMU's leading goalie 
with a 4.35 goals sgalnst average in the 
league, good for fourth place. Overall, 
Pagliacci has a 3.73 goals against 
average. 
BO DEFEATED the Broncos 4-1 and 
10-2 in their only previous meetings of 
the season. Despite their poor record 
this year, Weller Is not unhappy with 
the play of the Broncos. 
"It may be a bit frustrating but it is 
not disappointing," Weller said. "We 
have a young team and It Is reflected in 
the way we play. We make mistakes, 
but that Is the sign of a young team." 
BG will be without the services of 
senior Paul Titanic for tonight's game. 
Titanic was ejected from the Ohio State 
game on Tuesday for fighting and will 
have to sit out this game in coherence 
with league rules. Falcon leading 
scorer George McPhee is expected to 
return to the line-up this weekend after 
traveling home when his father died. 
Perkins picked new Giant coach 
Newbern twisted his ankle in practice 
but   said   he   was "hopeful" about 
playing tomorrow. 
Mid Amerlcen Conference 
Conference   All Games 
W     L W     L 
C.Michigan 17     * 
Toledo 17     7 
Ball Slate 15     t 
Ohio 13   10 
Bowling Green 14   10 
N. Illinois 11    13 
E. Michigan •   15 
Miami S   16 
Kent State 10   14 
W.Michigan 3    10 7   10 
EAST RUTHERFORD, N.J.(AP) - 
The New York Giants, cellar dwellers 
five of the last six National Football 
league seasons, hired San Diego 
Chargers offensive coordinator Ray 
Perkins on Thursday as their fifth head 
coach in the past decade. 
Perkins, 37, succeeds John McVay, 
fired Dec. 18 following a 8-10 season. 
Perkins was selected for the Job by 
General Manager George Young, who 
was hired one week ago by the club. The 
Giants had been searching for a 
director of operations and coach for two 
months. 
The length and terms of Perkins' 
contract were not revealed, although 
it's believed he signed for three years. 
"I'm Just a country boy from 
Mississippi who went to Alabama and 
played a little bit at Baltimore," said 
Perkins, who inherits a club that hasn't 
qualified for the National Football 
League playoffs in IS years. "I've had 
aspirations to be a head coach since 
high school and seriously since my 
sophomore year in college." 
Perkins is regarded as an offensive 
football genius and is given much of the 
credit for San Diego's offensive revival 
in the second half of last season. 
The Chargers compiled a 7-1 mark 
over the final half of the season, scoring 
213 points, an average of 26.S a game. 
They tied the Super Bowl champion 
Pittsburgh Steelers for the best mark 
over the second half of the season. 
"The offense Is determined by the 
strength or weakness of the defense," 
he said. "If you have a strong defense 
you can do a lot more things. If it's 
weak, you have to do things to keep the 
ball away from the other team. I expect 
to throw the ball." 
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The BIS Hews 
106  University Hall 
Deadline:  5 p.m., 
Monday,  Feb. 26 
Your United 
Way Pledge 
Works For 
•.VeV.v.'.-.w.v.v.v. :•.•.•.•.:•. 
•V.%"-W.V.V.'.\'.'.*.'.'.'.'.\-.\V.V.V.'.V.*.\ '.•.•.-.%:.%!.:.•■•■•.••*■:•'■:•'. 
: Toledo advertising salesperson. 
Hopefully familiar with Toledo area. 
Meal for comnter students. 
May: 
10% coMMrtinn on n Mies 
AffV: The BIS Hews 
106 Onwersny ntfl 
Your 
United Way 
Pledge Works 
For AI! of Us 
Thirstdoy 
Two for One 
Merftt, 
I am glad your dream came true. 
Congratulations on being 
"Greek Woman Of The Year!" 
Much Love, Your Very Proud Brother, 
Dirk 
BASKETBALL DOUBLE HEADER 
CATCH IT! 
\ m 
kV* 
ft 
X 
ALUMNI VS. JUNIOR VARSITY 
FALCONS VS OHIO U 
SATURDAY NITE 5:15 P.M. 
BE THERE! 
Zeta 
Tau 
.Alpha 
proudly announces 
Winter Formal 
Saturday, Feb. 24 
Toledo 
Heather Downs 
Orange shirts, 
brown & white 
print 
ALL SIZES 
AVAILABLE 
>■■■■■■■■■ 
WE WANT MORE! 
show that you're 
a BGSU 
hockey fan 
and support a 
winning team 
Shirts available at: 
The Brathats & 
Scm Kwse Ihgiy Shirt t 
SewlyShoe 
117 E. Cut St. 
Bowling Green, Ohio 43402 
3524324 
!■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■ 
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Seatad at tha bar In lha naw ROM ara 
Sandra Bargar and Michael McCleaee. 
Jan Oabbal   and David Pumpa ara tha 
dancing partnara at Uptown. 
Uptown, new Ross Hotel 
Clubs add variety 
to local nightlife 
By Jim Von Schilling 
If you think they roll up the sidewalks at sundown in Bowling 
Green, then it's about time you took a second look. 
Just last week two new nightspots, Uptown and the second 
Ross Hotel, opened smack in the center of town. They have one 
thing in common-they're both 21 -and-over clubs. But, beyond 
that, they're about as different as two clubs a block apart can 
be. 
"We're not just a disco," says Jeff Hobbe, co-owner ahd 
manager of Uptown. And, indeed, this club is practically an 
amusement park of entertainment for Bowling Green's young 
adults. 
UPTOWN HAS A 35-foot bar, with stylishly clad tenders 
serving a variety of wines, bottled beer and mixed drinks. It has 
two game rooms—one with the customary pool and foosball 
tables, the other with an arcade of pinball machines so new and 
so clever that they do everthing but reach into your pocket for 
more quarters. There's a sub stand, a juke-box, hanging plants, 
old posters and movie stills-plus a genuine elk head, inherited 
from the site's previous occupants, the Elks Club. 
On the other hand, you can't exactly overlook that disco 
room. With its 400-square foot dance floor and $800 worth of 
spinning lights, it obviously was a labor of love for its creators, 
Hobbe and co-owner Rick ("Roy") Kohler. 
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Contents 
Jim Von Schilling and the 
News photo staff taks 
Revue raadars on a tour of 
two now Bowling Green 
nightspots, Uptown and 
the now Ross Hotel. 
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Eddie Money's second 
album, "Lite For The 
Taking," la a worthy 
successor to Ms block- 
buster debut "Eddie 
Money," according to 
Laralne Kosco. Page 
eight. 
Mel Brooks' Instant classic spoof of tha film 
western, "Blazing Saddles," will sooth your saddle 
•ores, according to Mary Beth Beazley. Page three. 
University Theatre productions "Cabaret" and "Tha 
Miser" open this weekend. Jim Flick and Judy Baktc 
offer their comments on page six. 
'Doonesbury's Greatest 
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many bast seller lists, and 
onto tha papas of the 
Revue aa well. Jim Flick 
reviews Qary Trudeau's 
second major anthology. 
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PRICES 
[  $4.99 
$2.89-$4.89 
GREAT SELECTION of paraphernalia, 
posters, tapestries, silk screens, 
burlaps & T-shirts 
THE SOURCE 
Records - Tapes & Paraphernalia 
518 East Wooster across from Founders 
HOURS: 10-9 Mon.-Sat.   12-7 Sun. 
Weekend 
with Michael J. Gueulette 
This weekend finds the big three 
commercial television networks still 
Involved in the most crucial period of 
their year-to-year existence. This Is the 
period when Nielsen ratings are compiled 
for local affiliates. 
it's true that you see weekly ratings of 
network programming listed in some 
newspaper or magazine, but these are 
computations based on a nationwide 
sample. During the last few weeks, and 
continuing through this weekend, the 
ratings are 'tabulated for each Individual 
station around the country. 
in order to help their affiliated stations, 
the networks annually roll out their 
heaviest programming guns during this 
"rating sweep." 
THUS, VIEWERS recently have been 
faced with the difficult choices between 
"Gone With The Wind" and "One Flew 
Over the Cuckoo's Nest," for example, or 
"Roots: The Next Generations" and 
"American Graffiti." 
The ratings tabulated this month will 
determine the advertising ratea the local 
stations will be able to charge during the 
coming season. And local affiliates have 
the dreadful (to the losing networks) 
habit of changing their affiliation to a 
leading network. 
So this weekend's television schedule 
again features a number of heavily 
financed and advertised programs. 
THE FINAL Installments of ABC's 
second volume of "Roots" will be shown 
at 9 p.m. today and Sunday. The final 
episode concludes with the decision of 
Alex Haley, played by James Earl Jones, 
to embark on his search for Kunta Kinte 
after Interviews with black leader 
Malcolm X and American Nazi Party head 
George Lincoln Rockwell, played by 
Marlon Brando. 
CBS's Saturday entry Is the made-for- 
TV movie "Silent Victory: The Kitty O'Nell 
Story,"    airing    at    9    p.m.    Stockard 
Channlng stars in this story of the i 
woman who became a top Hollywl 
stuntwoman and holder of the worn* 
land speed record. Also starring 
Colleen Dewhurst, James Farentino | 
Edward Albert. 
"The Sound of Music" makes 
television debut at 7 p.m. Sunday I 
NBC. This film adaptation stars j| 
Andrews, Christopher Plummer, I 
great music and on-location 
Austria. The film walked away with 
Academy Awards In 1965, including I 
picture and best director awards. 
OTHER NOTEWORTHY televlsl 
events for the coming week incld 
Saturday afternoon's Big 10 basketb 
double header on NBC. Minnesota me 
Indiana at 1:30 p.m., while title 
tenders Iowa and Ohio State will t 
for the conference lead In a crucial; 
p.m. game. 
NBC, and possibly CBS, at 11 a.| 
Monday will cover an event that wll 
be repeated until the year 2017-the tc 
eclipse of the sun over the northwest^ 
United States. 
Several new series will premiere i 
week as well. CBS will unveil two 
comedies on Monday evening. "Bllil 
starring James Guttenberg aa a you| 
man immersed In a fantasy world, op 
at 8 p.m. "Flatbush," about the 
ventures of a Brooklyn gang called t| 
Fungos, follows at 8:30 p.m. Not to I 
left out in the cold, ABC offers "Salva 
1," a new adventure series 
television veteran Andy Griffith. 
Watch all three at your own risk. 
NBC has a more promising series 
"Mrs. Columbo," which also premieres J 
9 p.m. Monday. Detective Columbol 
wife, played by Kate Mulgrew, overhe 
a neighbor's plot to murder his wife, an 
decides to investigate. Special guest] 
include Robert Culp and Edie Adams. 
Who    says    there's    nothing   < 
television? 
Final Clearance 
Mens and womens 
fall (J winter footwear 
Womens $9.22 Mens $14.22 
niki's booteru 
■ ■   quality footwear for men and woaaenwawa*' 
Stodium Ploio   •   3570525 
Op*l I0«d»lly, Fri  10 » 
Peer Hunter,' 'Heaven' 
lead Oscar nominations 
HOLLYWOOD (AP)-Veteran Oscar winners Ingrld 
Bergman and Sir Laurence Olivier were nominated 
for  Academy Awards Tuesday,  while two films 
Inspired by the Vietnam War, "The Deer Hunter" and 
("Coming Home," received 17 nominations. 
•The Deer Hunter" tied with the fantasy "Heaven 
ICan Wait" for the most nominations at nine. 
■"Coming Home" scored in eight categories, 
[followed by "Midnight Express" with six and 
("Interiors" with five. 
The nominees for the 51st annual awards the 
I Academy of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences will 
I be voted on by the academy's 3,600 voting mem- 
bers, who will start screening the nominated films 
| Saturday. 
THE AWARDS will be presented April 9 In.a 
ceremony televised nationally by ABC from the Los 
Angeles Music Center. 
Miss Bergman won her seventh nomination for 
her role as Liv Ullmann's pianist mother in Ingmar 
Bergman's "Autumn Sonata." Twice a winner as 
best actress and once as supporting actress, she 
was nominated for bes' actress of 1978, along with 
Ellen Burstyn for "Same Time, Nest Year;" Jill 
Clayburgh for "An Unmarried Woman;" Jane Fonda 
for "Coming Home;" and Geraldine Page for 
"Interiors." 
Olivier has been nominated 11 times, tying with 
Katharine Hepburn for the academy record. This 
year he has not only been nominated as best actor 
for his Nazi-hunting role In 'The Boys from Brazil," 
the academy has also voted him a special Oscar for 
his film achievements. He won the Oscar for his 
performance as Hamlet in 1948, as well as an 
honorary award for "Henry V" in 1946. 
OTHERS NOMINATED Tuesday for best actor 
were Gary Busey for "The Buddy Holly Story;" 
Robert De Nlro for "The Deer Hunter;" Warren Beatty 
for "Heaven Can Wait;" and Jon Voight for "Coming 
Home." 
Nominees for best picture are "Coming Home," 
"The Deer Hunter," "Heaven Can Walt," "Midnight 
Express" and "An Unmarried Woman." 
The supporting actor nominees are Bruce Dern, 
"Coming Home;" Richard Farnsworth, "Comes a 
Horseman;" John Hurt, "Midnight Express;" 
Christopher Walken, "The Deer Hunter;" and Jack 
Warden, "Heaven Can Walt." For all but Warden It 
was a first nomination. 
Maggie Smith, winner as best actess for "The 
Prime of Miss Jean Brodle" In 1969, was nominated 
as supporting actress In "California Suite." Others 
include Dyan Cannon, "Heaven Can Walt;" Penelope 
Milford, "Coming Home;" Maureen Stapleton, 
"Interiors;" and Meryl Streep, "The Deer Hunter." 
Last year's winning director. Woody Allen, is in 
the running again with his heavily dramatic 
"Interiors." 
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'Blazing Saddles' 
Brooks comedy spoofs westerns 
Review by 
Mary Beth Beazley 
If you want to take a 
break from Mardl Gras 
this weekend, saunter 
over to 210 Math-Sciences 
Bidg. and take in Mel 
Brooks' "Blazing Sad- 
dles." Union Activities 
Organization (UAO) Is 
presenting the film 
tonight and tomorrow 
nights at 8 and 10 p.m. 
Admission is $1 with ID. 
Film 
Released in 1972, 
"Blazing Saddles" Is the 
first of Brooks' famous 
parodies, and it may be 
his craziest. The herd of 
screenwriters, Including 
Brooks and Richard 
"Pryor, who wrote the 
script really pulled out all 
the stops, and the result 
is a shamelessly silly film 
that spoofs both the 
movies of the Old West 
and the moviemakers of 
the new West. 
TALENTED 
Cleavon Little plays Bart, 
an ex-slave who is 
rescued from the 
hangman's noose only to 
be Installed as the sheriff 
of Rock Ridge, an all- 
white western town that's 
in big trouble. 
Some greedy capitalists, 
played by Harvey Korman 
and Slim Pickens, are 
trying to destroy the town 
so they can run a railroad 
through It. Only Sheriff 
Bart stands between the 
town and the train, and 
the bad guys try various 
methods to break him. 
Madeline Kahn is mar- 
velous as Lily Von 
Shtupp, a teutonic 
temptress with an In- 
scrutable accent 
somewhere between 
Elmer    Fudd   and    Baba 
^WWW<">l 
LADIES* NIGHT 
every Fridoy 
The night with the Lady in mind 
Vi off admission...two for one 
until 11:00. 
Dixie  Electric Co. 
sit 
An Entertainment Utility 
2548I Dixie Highway 
Perrysburg. Ohio 4355I 
Phone   874-8649 
Wawa. 
But Sheriff Bart outwits 
the evildoers in the final 
reel, and the town Is 
saved. Brooks and his 
gang really went crazy 
here, as the film jumps 
from Rock Ridge to 
Burbank and back again 
In a comical confusion of 
the    real    and    unreal 
worlds. 
Brooks' humor Is not 
often call 'subtle' and In 
"Blazing Saddles" we can 
see why. He hits us over 
the head with his punch 
lines and milks each 
scene for every giggle he 
can squeeze out of us. 
Madelalne Kahn, as the teutonic temptress Lily Von, steals Mel Brooks' classic 
comedy "Blazing Saddles" with her outrageous spool of Martens Dietrich's similar, 
but serious 1939 role in "Destry Rides Again." 
the side door 
(university union) 
soturdoy the wizardry of j.r. 
the side door transforms into 
the throneroom of oz 
with loads of special effects 
see mordi gras schedule 
Wednesday night movie 
rosemary's baby 
possibly the best horror film ever made 
8:00 free 
limited seating - get there early 
doily videotapes 
all brought to you by 
'age 4 TIM BO New* Friday. February 23,1979 
Clubs offer challenge; 
dance or talk?  
"We think we know exactly what 
people around here want and don't want 
in a disco," explains Hobbe, whose 
credentials Include organizing the UAO 
disco classes. "This isn't a flashy club, 
but a warm, cozy, sophisticated place. 
We don't want It to be Intimidating." 
Intlmidating-maybe not. Impressive- 
more than likely. With Uptown, Bowling 
Green finally has a club to rival the classy 
discos sprouting up in Toledo and all 
over the country. The big question, 
though, Is whether or not Bowling Green 
Is ready for It. 
"WHEN KAUFMAN'S offered to lease 
this hall as a disco," says Hobbe, "we 
Jumped at the chance. We believe there's 
a real need In Bowling Green for a club 
like this, catering to upper-classmen, 
graduate students and young adults 
living in town." 
Irrtm page 1 
If Uptown represents a gamble to 
Hobbe and Kohler, staking their hopes 
and their savings that such a need exists, 
it also offers a challenge to the Bowling 
Green community. For Uptown Is clearly 
the kind of night spot the rest of the 
country has been crowding into these 
last few years. 
America has rediscovered the dance 
hall. Are we going to sit this one out? 
If you honestly would prefer to sit out 
discomanla, or at least catch your breath, 
you might try the new Ross Hotel. It's 
located right next door to the original 
Ross.onthe corner of North Prospect and 
East Wooster streets. Both bars are open 
Monday through Saturday and cater to 
the same clientele-young adults who 
like conversation mixed In with their 
drinks. 
IN   RECENT   YEARS,   the  Ross  has 
Pouring the shots at the new Rosa Is bartender Paul Llndstrom of Bowling 
Green. 
Calling the shots at Uptown Is disco dee-|ay "Doctor Music" (Dan Luck*) of 
Perry sburg. 
become a graduate at 
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become a graduate student hangout, and 
with good reason. It features low prices 
and nightly specials, as well as an at- 
mosphere and cast of characters straight 
from some 1940s Humphrey Bogart 
movie. Taken often, the Rosa can 
become highly addictive. 
"We always get a good socializing 
crowd in here," explains owner Bob 
Spilker. "It's a real mixture of people, but 
I've never had any serious problems." 
Until last spring, that is, when Spilker 
had the kind of problem most club 
owners dream about-overcrowding. 
That's when he decided to "speculate," 
as he calls It, and turn a large empty 
sideroom Into another club. This Ross 
features • variety of seating 
aarangements, a stock of top-shelf 
liquor, a jukebox and pool table, and-ln 
a sharp break with Ross tradltion-an 
area for dancing. 
IN FACT, MUSIC Is emphasized 
throughout the new Ross. The tape 
system being installed will be 
programmed to highlight a different type 
of music each night: hard rock, soft rock, 
|azz, folk, classical, country and -who 
knows?-maybe even disco. "Blues and 
Booze Night" and other weekly specials 
are In the works, to help you keep your 
drinks from clashing with the sounds. 
In its own way, the new Ross 
represents as much of a gamble to its 
owner as Uptown does to Hobbe and 
Kohler. While Uptown rides the disco 
wave and hopes it hasn't crested, Spilker 
is counting on a strong undertow, pulling 
the opposite way. 
And, like Uptown, the new Ross offers 
its own challenge to Bowling Green. Are 
there enough of us still interested In the 
thoughts and feeling of others to keep on 
alklng and listening, despite that loud 
XMt and those spinning lights just over 
>n the next block? 
For the record, Uptown Is open seven 
lights a week and at lunchtime week- 
(lays. Weekly specials include Ladles 
I light Wednesdays and Fridays and an 
8-and-over night Sundays. There's a $1 
( over charge, except during lunch and 
I lappy   Hours  (Friday  from  3-7.). You 
can't get In with patched jeans or T- 
shirts, or without an ID. 
The new Ross Is open every night 
except Sunday, with daily Happy Hours 
from 4-7. There's no cover charge and no 
dress restrictions, but a proper ID Is 
required. 
Working beneath the smoke, Sol Robinson studies 
his shot. 
A cigarette Is perched on the rail of the new Ross 
pool table. 
Ion at Up 
Photos by 
Frank Brelthaupt, 
Kyle Danaceau, 
and Dave Ryan 
r 
To 111) your event, coll 372 2003 by th« 
Wednesday preceding publication. 
&-1%J±\ Elsewhere 
Triumph and Brownsville 
•*iasp»V»eV.." 
AT™   «1] 
*09         ^ Q Bowling Green 730   p.m.   Frl..   Music   Hall, 
Cleveland 7** 
Bentley's  Lounge,  Holiday Inn. tickets   15 al  Public Hall and 
ISSOE.WoosterSt. Tlcketron locations a 
Tom Scott Trio 
Frl..    Sat..    ToM.-ThuM..    630 Heart and Exile "Cabaret" 
p.m. to 1:30a.m. Tues.   and   Wed..   Cobo   Hall. BG Holiday Inn: 9 p.m. Frl. a, 
nocovor Detroit Sat. 
Tickets:       no      Information S3 » with student ID 
Dixie   Electric   Co.,  2541   Dixie available 
Hwy. 
"The Miser" 
disco Santana. Eddie Money and Sad Main Auditorium: 8 p.m. Frl. & 
Frl. Thurs., 8:30 p.m. to 2a.m. Cafe Sat. 
cover: varies (50 cents to 12) 730  p.m.   Wad..   Public  Hall. SI with student 10 
Specials: Sun    College ID Night. Cleveland 
TUB   Mi.  and   Match   Night. Tickets: M In advance. «9day of Elsewhere 
Wed.   Greet*   Night.  Thur.-Two show.    Available    at    most 
lor One Night Cleveland' area  Sears,  Record Marcel Marceau 
Theatre, Peaches and May Co. Music Hall Center, Detroit 
The Fox's Den, 1616 E. Wooster stores and the Kent Community Tues  Mar 4 
St. Store. tickets S4.50 to J10.5O at box of 
live music flee 
Frl. and Sat., 9:30 p.m. to 2 a.m. 
no cover 
* M 
"* 
Some Other Place. 110 N. Main 
St. 
live music 
JG& -j. a Gr ®? Frl. Thur. 9 30 p.m. to2a.m. ^*w 1 & 
Tuba Euphonium Ensembles Bowling Green 
8 p.m. Frl.. Recital Hall. Music 
Building "Roots: The Next Generation" 
tree "Blazing Saddles" 
210 Math.Science: I and 10 p.m. 
Frl.«,Sun..9p.m.:ch.7. 24 
Polka Band Frl. and Sat. "The Super Fight"  (Marclano 
9 p.m. to midnight Sat.. Falcons vs. All) 
Nest, University Union "California Suite" Frl., llXp.m   ch. 11 
free Cinema II: 7:30 and 9:45 p.m.; > 
p.m. Sat. and Sun. "Tarzan   of   the   Apes"    11918 
UAO Disco original) 
disco "Ice Castles" Set. l!:J0e.m.:ch.50 
9  p.m.  to midnight Sat..  Side Cinema 1: 7:30 and 9:30 p.m.; 1 
Door, Union p.m. Sat. and Sun. "Silent   Victory"   (Stockard 
cover SO cents Channing) 
"The Late Great Planet Earth" Sat, 9 p.m.: ch.2. 11 
ACapella Choir ClaZel: 730 and930 p.m. 
3 p.m. Sun., Recital Hall, Musk "MASH" (Donald Sutherland) 
Building "Grapes ot Wroth" Set..l!:30p.m.: ch.7 
tree Glsh  Theater.  Henna   Hall:  7 
p.m. Sun. "The Sound of Music" 
Percussion     and     Marimba Sun.,7p.m.: ch. 4,13 
Ensembles 
1 p.m. Mon., Recital Hall. Music 
Building    . Toledo 
"The   Taming   ot   the   Shrew" 
(Burtona Taylor) 
tree 
"Animal House" 
Sun.. 11:50 p.m.: ch. 9 
New Music Ensemble Showcase   Cinemas:   1:20, 7:30 "The Ugly American" (Marlon 
8 p.m. Tues.. Recital Hall, Music and 10p.m. Brando) 
Building Mon..8p.m.: ch. 50 
tree "The Brink's Job" 
Franklin   Park   Cinemas:   1:10, "All About Eve" (Bette Davis 
Burton     Beermen   clarinet 7:2S and 9:25 p.m. Oscar winner) 
recital Wed..8p.m.:ch. 50 
I p.m. Wad.. Recital Hall, Music "Fastbreak" 
Building Showcase   Cinemas:  1:15. 7:20 "From Here to Eternity" (cone.) 
tree and9:50p.m. 
"The Great Train Robbery" 
Wad. 9 p.m.: ch. 4, 13 
Toledo SouthwyckS: 5:30andlp.m. Events 
MerimeVkos, 3922 Secor Rd. "Hardcore" Clay and Fiber Exhibit 
live music Franklin  Park  Cinemas:  1:15. Gallery, Art Bldg.: lam.5 p.m.. 
Fri. Sun., 8 p.m. to 2 a m 7:30 end9:35 p.m. Fri.. 2 5 p.m. Sat. 
cover: SI 
Specials:    Tues    Dane*   contest "Invasion  of  the   Body  Snat "intervals:"   3-D   artwork   by 
(prize trip to Las Vegas). Wed chers" Thorn Meltble 
College IO Night, Thurs.  Ladles SouthwyckS- 6and8:15p.m. Alumni Gallery. Alumni Center: 
Night 
"Same Time, Next Year" 
8 a.m.5 p.m. Mon.-Frl. 
The   Ramones,   The   Fabulous Showcase  Cinemas:   1:10, 7:25 PMball Wizard Tournament 
Poodles. Human Darts ■ and9:S5p.m. 2:30 to 5:30 p.m. Frl., Buckeye 
Frl..   Stage  SI.  Woodvllle  Rd. Room. University Union 
(two  miles  east of  Woodvllle "Superman" 
Mall) Showcase Cinemas: 1, 7:10 and Mardl Gras Charities Carnival 
Tickets, available at the door 9:45 p.m. casino, booths 
1 p.m. to midnight Sat, Grand 
Studio One. Secor and Dorr "An Unmarried Women" Ballroom. University Union 
Disco Southwyckl: 5:30and8p.m. cover: SO cents 
Frl. Thurs. 
Specials:    Mon. Singles   night. "The Warriors" Mardl Gras Shopping 
Tues., Thurs.  college ID night. Franklin  Park  Cinemas:  1:05. • p.m. to midnight Sat., Third 
Sun   dance contest. 7:20 and9:20 p.m. floor, University Union 
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Cabaret Theatre offers 'Cabaret' 
Pr#vww by 
Jim Flick 
"The show "Cabaret* la 
not your traditional 
happy-ending musical. 
Reality finally takes over," 
said Rodger Gerhard- 
stein,    director   of    the 
season's fourth and final 
Cabaret Theatre 
production. 
"I think this Is a serious 
piece," he added. 
"Traditionally, presen- 
tations at Holiday Inn are 
|ust great happy en- 
tertainment.    But    we 
couldn't make the script 
fit that tradition this 
time." 
"Cabaret," a Tony 
award-winning Broadway 
musical a decade ago, la 
the story of Cliff Brad- 
shaw, a young American 
writer who goes to Berlin 
In December, 1929, 
looking for material for a 
novel. 
"THROUGH HIM we 
see the Berlin of the time- 
-the rise of Nazism, Its 
affect on the common 
people  and   the  escape 
Moliere 's 'Miser' a timeless farce 
Review by 
Judy Bajec 
"The Miser," a nineteenth-century farce by the 
French playwright Moliere, has survived over 300 
.years   of   production   and   remains   vigorous  and 
spritely. 
Why? There's a little greed and miserliness in all 
of us, as Harpagon points out in the University 
Theatre production which opened Wednesday night. 
"The Miser" portrays the ageless conflict between 
young people who want everything from life right 
away, and their elders who hoard their possessions 
J. JAMES BALDWIN, as Harpagon (center), stars In 
the University Theatre production ol "The Miser." 
Eileen Nowackl (left) and Gary Schrikel (right) play 
hla scheming daughter and son. "The Miser" will run 
tonight and tomorrow at B p.m. In the Main 
Auditorium, University Hall. 
Women's Film Festival 
3 FILMS ON AGING 
Thurs. March 1 st 
115 Educ. Bldg. 
7:30 and 9=00 PM. 
FREE - OPEN TO ALL 
Howards Club B 
Snooz  Blues Band 
Mon., Feb. 26th 
Hardy's Live Band 
Tues., Feb. 27th 
9:30-2AM 
FREE 
nun MTM ■ nmwi 
for the future. 
Harpagon, played by J. James Baldwin, Is In love 
with his money. He spends his life collecting It, 
talking to It, and treating It like a human companion. 
His son and daughter, played by Gary Schrikel and 
Eileen Nowackl, plot to take their father's wealth for 
themselves, and eventually they succeed. 
Baldwin's Harpagon is never melodramatic, in- 
stead doting upon his money in calmly lunatic 
fashion, thus making the irony of his obsession 
even more ridiculous. Schrikel captures the essence 
of the acquisitive son with a persistent and 
sometimes whiney interpretation. 
THE FIRST ACT got off to a slow start Wed- 
nesday, however. The actors, as a company, did not 
appear comfortable on stage. The timing seemed 
slow, and the humor was not played well. The act 
lacked a sense of direction. 
The second act was delightful. The story became 
more sharply defined and the characters Interacted 
with one another much more attentively. 
The costumes, by Mildred Lintner, are 
astonishing. Layer upon layer of cloth garnished by 
frills and bows set the period effectively. And what a 
"coincidence" that the paired couples in the end 
have similar colored costumes. 
ROBERT HANSEN'S set also captures the miserly 
theme. Everything on the set has a gold finish and is 
chained down by large gold chains. The set is 
realstic, yet the touch of gold adds a touch of ab- 
surdity to the characters' obsessions. 
"The Miser" will run tonight and tomorrow at 8 
p.m. In the Main Auditorium. Tlcketa are $1 tor 
students and can be purchased at the door. 
ill 
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The Action Spot In Toledo 
Appearing Live rues.-Sun. 
TANGENT 
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Merrimekkos 
111 ftAA 
from reality offered by 
clubs like the Kit Kat 
Klub," Gerhardsteln, a 
graduate student in 
American Studies, ex- 
plained. 
When Bradshaw falls in 
love with Sally Bowles, a 
singer in the Kit Kat Klub, 
the reality of the rising 
Nazism and antl-semitism 
Bradshaw sees around 
him clashes with the 
escape into decadence 
the Kit Kat Klub offers. 
"The musical numbers 
in the Kit Kat Klub are 
satire of the reality of the 
time," Gerhardsteln said. 
Voritk... 
Theatre 
There are many dif- 
ferences between the 
stage script and the 
successful 1972 film 
"Cabaret," he added, 
explaining that "Cabaret" 
played on Broadway at a 
time when homosexuality 
and bisexuallty—two 
important themes in the 
movie--couldn't be 
portrayed on stage. 
"SO THEY WERE 
eliminated from the 
script," the director said. 
Gerhardsteln la 
presenting an extremely 
elaborate show on the 
tiny Holiday Inn stage. 
There are 16 members In 
the cast, for Instance, and 
27 costumes. 
"It's the most difficult 
show ever attempted in 
the Holiday Inn,'' 
Gerhardsteln said. 
"I designed the dance 
numbers    for    smaller 
FRIDAY-SATURDAY 
MIDNIGHT MOVIE! 
ALL SEATS S1.50 
ioX 6FFICE 6KN« 11:4a 
THE HERO 0OC8 NOT 
ALWAYS COME OUT 
ONTO'H 
**te 
THE 
SHAME 
OF 
THE 
JUNGLE 
numbers of people. Never 
is alt the cast on stage at 
the same time." 
LARGE, COM- 
PLICATED dance num- 
bers with many persons 
on stage waa one major 
difficulty Gerhardsteln 
encountered when he 
directed "Sweet Charity" 
In the Holiday Inn last 
fall. 
A holdover from 
Gerhardsteln's "Sweet 
Charity" cast has the lead 
in "Cabaret." Junior Chris 
Galoosls portrays Sally 
Bowles, the role that won 
Liza Mlnelli an Oscar. 
(Comparison will, of 
course, be unfair.) 
Galooais was one of the 
few stand-outs in "Sweet 
Charity," as one of 
Charity's sidekicks. 
The key role of the 
Emcee of the Kit Kat Klub 
falls to senior Michael K. 
Lippert, who has in the 
past demonstrated 
genuine talent, par- 
ticularly in dramatic 
acting and dance. 
Sophomore Richard 
Cole is featured as the 
American writer. He also 
Is a veteran of Gerhar- 
dstein's previous Cabaret 
Theatre production as a 
chorus member. 
"Cabaret" opens this 
weekend and will play at 9 
p.m. each Friday and 
Saturday through March 
17. 
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Review by 
Jim Flick 
"Those In search of the 
meaning of humane 
letters need go no further 
than to 'Dooneabury.'"- 
Wllllam F. Buckley, In the 
overture to "Dooneabury's 
Greatest Hits." 
Buckley wrote this 
Introduction after seeing 
"Doonesbury's" creator, 
Gary B. Trudeau, receive 
the honorary degree of 
Doctor of Humane Arts 
from Yale. "My surprise 
was genuine...to deduce 
that (Trudeau) was an 
artist, or social critic..." 
Buckley added. 
Trudeau created 
"Doonesbury" aa an 
undergraduate at Yale, 
where he used It to 
satirize campus life. After 
reading "The Doonesbury 
Chronicles." (the first 
large Trudeau collection) 
one realizes that Trudeau 
quickly switched to 
commentary on national 
and global affairs, and on 
our cultural Zeitgeist. 
DURING THAT tran- 
sition, "Doonesbury" 
became nationally 
syndicated, was banished 
from the funny page to 
the editorial page in many 
papers and won the 
Pulitzer Prize. 
"Doonesbury's Greatest 
Hits" covers the period 
from "1975 (Early Poat- 
Watergate)" to "1*77 
(Early Disco)"- from the 
vantage point of 
Trudeau's zany charac- 
ters. 
In this volume, Trudeau 
Is in full stride, satirizing 
everything from football 
to Vietnamese orphans. 
He uses more than 40 
regular characters and 
has become bold about 
using real-life people to 
supplement his cast. 
Henry Kissinger, 
"Rolling Stone" editor 
Jann Wenner, Presidents 
Ford and Carter and the 
legendary Jimmy 
Thudpucker all make 
appearances. 
UNCLE DUKE'S 
memorable moments aa 
governor of American 
Samoa   and    envoy    to 
Doonesbury's 
history, 
part 2 
Communist China are 
relived In "Greatest Hits." 
Joanle Caucus graduates 
from law school, moves in 
with Rick Redfern and 
becomes a ferretter of 
corruption In high places. 
Glnny runs for Congress 
and loses to Lacey 
Davenport. 
The old characters from 
the Walden Commune are 
../vt) so men i TOW DCM 
THAT z HAD comers mm 
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back: Zonker seeks the 
perfect tan; Megaphone 
Mark Slackmeyer 
moderates his radio talk 
show; B.D. maintains his 
macho image; and 
Doonesbury makes subtle 
statements by smiling at 
newscasts. 
Literature 
Trudeau returns again 
and again to the same 
themea, but they're 
always fresh, waiting for 
his special touch. 
Sometimes, he attacks 
the political scene: Q.~ 
"Just how long does It 
take a man to completely 
renounce everything he's 
always stood for? A.-"At 
least 36 hours-the 
paperwork's Incredible." 
TRUDEAU OFTEN 
assaults our social 
values: Zonker—'Tm 
looking for something! 
Call it a quest...for the, 
the...perfect tanl" 
Neither is the value of 
subtlety lost on Trudeau. 
Some of his most critical 
statements are delivered 
by slowly melting 
snowmen and gradually 
tilting mailboxes on the 
White House lawn. 
But for a real swat at 
the rearend of America, 
Trudeau reverts to his 
moat biting device- 
Irreverent satire: 
Reporter-"But sir, aa you 
must know, your Chinese 
-hosts frown on all forms 
of excess." Uncle Duke- 
"My Chinese hosts can go 
suck eggs." 
The strip's topicality 
keeps It current, 
Trudeau's verbal and 
visual wit keep it fresh. 
"Doonesbury's Greatest 
Hits" Is a book meant to 
be re-read. Pick it up If 
you're discouraged or 
depreaaed: It's a 
guaranteed Inspiration 
every time. 
Available aa a Holt 
Paperback for $7.96. 
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Arts contest planned 
American Literary and 
Creative Arts Associates, 
Inc. Is sponsoring 
national contests for 
amateur poets, prose 
writers, photographers 
and artists. 
Dr. Hubert M. 
Clements, president of 
the non-profit 
organization, said an 
amateur Is defined as one 
whose total Income from 
his or her talent area has 
not exceeded $1,000. 
Ten cash prizes will be 
awarded In each of the 
four areas: First place 
$200; second place $100; 
third place $50; fourth 
place $25; fifth place $15; 
and five honorable 
mentions $10 each. 
Multiple entries In one 
or more talent areas are 
Invited. Entries must be 
postmarked on or before 
midnight March 31, 1979 
to qualify. A $3 fee must 
be included. 
Clements said there are 
no limitations on style or 
subject matter. Works 
must be original and 
never before accepted for 
publication or entered in a 
contest. Poems may not 
exceed 300 words and 
prose entries may not 
exceed 1,000 words. Two 
copies of each poem or 
prose entry are required. 
These should be 
typewritten and double 
spaced on one side of 
8'/4-by-1l Inch paper with 
multiple page entries 
stapled in the upper left 
corner. 
Only black and white 
photographs and art may 
be entered. These should 
be no smaller than 5-by-7 
Inches and no larger than 
8-by-10 Inchea. Each work 
must be mounted. Art 
entries can be in any 
medium. Including pencil, 
charcoal, pen-and-ink 
sketches or drawings, 
lithographs and etchings. 
Contestants ahould 
include name, address, 
telephone number and 
title of work on each page 
of poetry and prose. Thla 
information should be 
affixed to the back of 
photography and art. 
Mall entrlea to 
American Literary and 
Creative Arts Associates, 
Inc., P.O. Box 21641. 
Columbia, South Carolina 
29221. Enclose a self- 
addressed, stamped 
envelope for return of 
entries and with requests 
for additional In- 
formation. Telephone 
requests after 6 p.m. to 
803/781-0496. 
r 
Campus Paperback bestsellers 
1. The Women's Room, by Marilyn French. (Jove/HBJ. 
$2 50 ) Perspective on women's role in society, fiction. 
2. My Mother, Myself, by Nancy Friday (Dell, $2.50 ) The 
daughter's search lor identity. 
3. The Thorn Birds, by Colleen McCuSough. (Avon. $2.50.) 
Australian family saga: ficton. 
4. Doonesbury's Greatest Hits, by G B Trudeau. (Holt. 
$7.95.) Mid-seventies revue of cartoon strip. 
5. Centennial, by James A. Michener  (Fawcett/Crest, 
$2.95.) Epic story ol America's legendary West: fiction. 
6. The Amltyvllle Horror, by Jay Anson. (Bantam, $2.50.) 
True story of terror in a house possessed. 
7. All Things Wise end Wonderful, by James Hemot 
(Bantam. $2.75 ) Continuing story of Yorkshire vet. 
Tnt» list MI compMtd by Tht Chiomclm ol Ugh* Education from 
information supplied by collage. stores throughout the country 
"Find It At Finders* 
Vow MOM Complete Record Stan 
BEST SELECTION 
9ftwrmw 
 presents « 
TRADE 
E.WOOSTERST. ,    . ■croulrom Harstiman     »* a ror. *1 OFF 
COLUMBIA  Presents 
128 N   MAIN ST  -DOWNTOWN 
ansrasraiti EDBEHBEY.-. ULYJOEL ._ 
HLY       459 (MY    4 MY     4 
...Along w/'fh hundreds more from the best selection at the 
best prices In town I 
...Take advantage 
of our $1 
For each album or tape you bring In for trade, we'// take $1 off 
any regularly priced o/bum or tape in stock I (good til 2-28-79) 
■Buy one - Trade one, Buy 2 - Trade 2,... etc. 
-Trade ins must be in good condition. 
-Sale items and used items excluded from offer. 
Finders 
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Hot Cars 
WHEN YOU'RE HOT, you're hot: The Cara have 
had a couple of their songs picked for the sound- 
track of the upcoming Orion Films-Warner Brothers 
production "On the Edge," scheduled for a summer 
release. The film has to do with the uprising of 
bored teenagers in a moneyed California suburb. 
The band's debut album, "The Cars," has long since 
gone platinum In the United States and now has 
reached the same plateau in Canada. And their 
award as the most promising rock artists from 
Performance magazine helps soften the sting of 
their loss to Taste of Honey In the race for the 
Grammy award as best new group. "Let the Good 
Times Roll" Is, by the way, The Cars' latest single 
from the first smash album. 
~'EA Newsbeat; Elektra-Asylum Records 
'Reefer Madness' 
BOBBS-MERRILL COMPANY announced the 
publication of "Reefer Madness: The History of 
Marijuana In America" by Larry Sloman, a con- 
tributing editor of High Times magazine. The book 
is the first comprehensive social history of 
marijuana to be published. "Reefer Madness" 
chronicles the 200-year-old relationship of 
Americans and the resilient weed, from George 
Washington's hemp cultivation to the recent 
paraquat controversy. Included are heretofore 
unavailable documents that shed new light on the 
50-year-old anti-marijuana laws. 
-High Times 
Garcia speaks 
THE GRATEFUL DEAD, San Francisco's quin- 
tessential street band during the summers of love a 
decade ago, have proven resilient. Now they are 
enjoying unprecedented chart popularity with their 
new album, "Shakedown Street." Nonetheless, 
Jerry Garcia told Feature magazine, he shuns labels 
others might be tempted to accept. "I don't want to 
be a leader because I don't want to be a mis-leader. I 
haven't put any safeguards there. I haven't paid the 
_ dues to be responsible for leading people. The most 
I would want to do would be to Indicate, using my 
life as a model, that it's possible for you to, uh, go 
for It." 
Garcia also revealed what has been a mystery In 
the rock world for many years: How he lost the 
missing finger on his right hand. It happened In a 
wood-cutting accident with his brother when he was 
four years old. 
-Feature 
Busy Mull 
MARTIN MULL, toaatmaater general of tha post- 
Industrial age currently is recording his next album 
In Elektra Sound Recording studio in Los Angeles. 
A live audience will be imported to supply the laugh- 
track. If you enjoyed Mull as a guest on the Tonight 
show Feb. 9, you'll want to catch his second host 
role aa well. He'll be filling In for Johnny Carson 
Monday. 
-*'FA Newsbeat; Elektra-Asylum Records 
'Life For The Taking' 
CAMPUS 
MOVIE 
8:00- 10:00 P.M. 
Friday and Saturday 
210 Math - Science 
•1.00 with I.D. 
Money secures stardom 
Review by 
Laralne Koaco 
The Edward Mahoney 
story: It could have been 
one of those perfect 
scripts made for "Starsky 
and Hutch" or some other 
trite police show. Except 
that this story ends In 
success for someone 
besides the stars. 
It Is the tale of a New 
York City policeman 
whose father and grand- 
father had been cops 
and who fled his job at the 
13th Precinct to become 
. .. a rock'n'roll star. 
It was after moving to 
Oakland that Edward 
Mahoney was trans- 
formed into the per- 
sonality that we so readily 
recognize today - Eddie 
Money. 
Just a little over a year 
ago, Money was an 
unknown, but incredibly 
confident up-and-comer. 
He even called himself 
one of the hottest acts In 
the music business. And 
damn it If he wasn't right 
His debut album "Eddie 
Money" went platinum 
and his live show and the 
energy It exuded was 
often the focus of con- 
versation throughout 
1978. Everyone who saw 
him became a fan. "Two 
Tickets to Paradise," only 
one of the hits off the 
album, was a giant 
success, and it ruled the 
request lines during last 
summer. 
Money's overwhelming 
success Is no surprise. 
He is a workaholic, and 
his show, music, and 
determination speak for 
themselves. "I Wanna Be 
a Rock & Roll Star from 
his first LP sums up his 
career thus far: 
Each night I pray 
Oh God...Oh God 
Me and the boys have 
worked so very hard 
The new LP "Life For 
The Taking" Is an ex- 
tension of "Eddie 
Money." Without a doubt, 
the new album guarantees < 
Money's niche In the 
business. In only three 
weeks on Rolling Stone's 
album survey, it has 
climbed to number 19. 
Some of Money's 
sensational live energy 
has been transferred into 
the studio on this album. 
"Life For The Taking" Is 
polished and strong, and 
Money's delivery is much 
Improved. His gritty 
vocals are dynamic, and 
though his lyrics are often 
simple, there Is great 
emotion expressed In 
them. 
The title track "Love the 
Way You Love Me" Is 
notable for Its excellent 
Music 
guitar work. "Can't Keep a 
Good Man Down" and 
"Rock and Roll the Place" 
coatain the force and 
energy of his live per- 
formances. The latter will 
certainly become a 
concert anthem for 
Money. 
What's more, the 
album permits Money's 
backing musicians to 
share the spotlight. The 
rhythm work sizzles. Tom 
Scott does a good job on 
horns In "Nobody," and 
there is some Impressive 
harmonica work on 
"Maureen." David Lln- 
dley, whom many 
University students may 
remember from last year's 
Jackson Browne concert, 
makes an appearance on 
"Give Me Some Water." 
Eddie Money was 
determined to become a 
rock and roll star and he 
has done just that. "Life 
For The Taking" is the 
proof that he has arrived. 
Eddie Money will 
perform at the Toledo 
Fieldhouse March 11. 
Jazz Lab Band pursues 
'outstanding' evaluation 
By Chris Burgess 
The University Jazz Lab Band will 
compete In the 11th annual Midwest 
College Jazz Festival In Elmhurst, Illinois 
this weekend. The band will be among 31 
competing. 
The Lab Band, under the direction of 
Dave Melle, hopes to maintain Its already 
fine competitive record. In the seven 
years the band has attended the festival, 
it has consistently been rated "out- 
standing," the highest level of attainment 
awarded at the festival. 
The band, which features both a 19- 
piece big band and a five-piece combo, 
will perform numbers composed by 
students, faculty and noted jazz 
musicians, such as Thad Jones. The big 
band will perform a 20-minute set, with 
the combo performing for fifteen 
minutes. 
"THIS FESTIVAL is probably our beat 
forum for tha type of music wa play, 
which Is jazz," Melle said. And they play 
that music to judges such as seasoned 
jazzman Clark Terry and jazz critic Dan 
Morg en stern. 
Saturday night is often capped with a 
"Jam Party," where the Individual 
musicians can gather together and 
Improvise Jazz tunes. Sunday some 
musicians will gat the chance to perform 
with Terry, perhaps a once-ln-a-llfetime 
chance. 
Regarding other band functions Melle 
said, "I like to keep diversified In tha 
things we do by playing concerts at high 
schools and such. But this is one of our 
big activities. The other concerts help 
pay for the cost of the festival, but much 
of tha funding has come from the Alumni 
Association, for which wa are vary 
grateful. The band will play Alumni 
dances and Parents Day functions In 
return." 
Funds also coma from tha sale of Lab 
Band records, which are available from 
Melle or the Collage of Musical Arts. 
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